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Parking
architect
selected
By Mary Ann McQuinn
News editor
An architect has been selected to
work on completing the Lancaster
Avenue parking lot according to
Linda Pierce, chairman of the atudent rights and responsibilities committee of the Student Senate, who
announced the selection at the regular meeting of Student Senate Tuesday night.
The completion of the parking
lot will include the blacktopping of
some of the areas that presently
have no blacktop and will increase
the number of parking spaces, according to Pierce.
The parking lot is expected to be
completed by next fall.
Student Senate also passed a
three-part proposal to alleviate the
tripling situation.
The proposal asked that the
Brockton apartments be available to
students as soon as they became vacant, and that the housing known ss
Vicker's Village, which was originally designed for faculty housing,
have the two-year housing limit enforced. Pierce said that some faculty
had been living there for five to
seven years.
The proposal also asked that the
Turley House, which is used for
Home Economics's management
courses, be utilized for the entire semester. Pierce said that currently
students involved in the management project live in the Turley
House for about five weeks while
simultaneously maintaining a dorm
room.
Joe Kappea, chairman of the academic affairs committee, said that
the Book Exchange Directory (BED)
program would be held Dec. 9, 10
and 11. from 10 a.m. till 4:30 p.m. •
The BED system operates like
this: The student will fill out a card
listing the books he has for sale and
leave the card with a member of
Student Senate that is working at
the booth. At the same time he may
look and see if another student has
filled out a card for books that he
needs.
The student can then call the
person whose book he wants to buy
and negotiate a price.
There is a possibility that the
program may be implemented at the
beginning of next semester ss students will be buying their textbooks
then, according to Kappes.
The senate unanimously agreed
to endorse the proposal to hire a
lobbyist to be present at the General Assembly meetings in January.
The proposal to hire a lobbyist
to represent the students of Kentucky at the General Assembly originated in a meeting of the Student
Government Association of Kentucky (SGAK).
The Senate also agreed to pay a
proportionate amount of the $4,000
fee for the lobbyist. According to
Carl Kremer, president of the Student Association, the funding will
come from donations — not the
Senate's budget.
(Bee ARCHITECT, Page 14)
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Teachers rank
third in salary
allotment studies
By Randy Patrick
Staff writer
A comparison of teachers salaries
among various universities in Kentucky reveals that those at the university are the third highest in the
state, according to the Council on
Higher Education's Higher Education General Information Survey
(HEGIS).
The all-ranks average salary of
full-time instructional faculty at the
university for the 1980-81 school
year is $21,446, as compared with
$21,254 for Western Kentucky University; $20,378 for Morehead State
University and $20,618 for Murray
State University. Only salaries at
the University of Kentucky, $25,084,
and the Universitv of Louisville,
$23,788, are higher. "
Jim Clark, director of the Office
of Budget and Planning, explained
that "all ranks salaries" means:
"There are four ranks in the academic system — instructor, associate, assistant and professor. What
we have done is lumped them all together."
However, Clark said that he
could not supply any information
concerning the average salaries for
each individual rank.
A further comparison of salaries
at Kentucky universities with their
benchmark institutions shows that
the university's average salary is the
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Jimmy Stepp Ukes a jump while attempting to raise the score against Butler. The game was played last Saturday
night during the Thanksgiving holiday at Butler University. (Photo by Misch Ertel)

Powell speaks at forum
By Beth Wilson
Staff writer
At a public forum Tuesday night.
University President Dr. J.C. Powell
said he was encouraged by a statement from Bobby Richardson, the
newly elected speaker of the Kentucky House of Representatives,
against the Mission Model concept.
At the forum, sponsored by the
Society of Collegiate Journalists, Dr.
Powell said that Richardson's statement was "the most encouraging
thing" he has heard publicly, although he said he has received several letters from other public figures
in Kentucky supporting higher education. "The support is there. I'm
just wondering how big it is," said
Dr. Powell.
To the audience of approximately
30 people, Powell said he felt that
some things, such as a recent article
about American Collegiate Testing
(ACT) programs in the Lexington
Herald, are improving the image of
the university. The article said that
the university ranked second in

terms of progress in ACT test
scores.
In reference to recent cutbacks,
Dr. Powell said the university has
been forced to eliminate some of the
services that are not as directly related to the education process as
others. Using the library as an example, he said that the cutbacks for
one or two years would not be too
harmful. If the cutbacks continue,
however, the quality of education at
the university will be effected, Powell added.
In answering a question from a
member of the Student Senate,
Powell offered three reasons why he
is against S.G.A.K.'s (Student Government Association of Kentucky)
proposal to appoint a lobbyist to
represent higher education in Kentucky. He said that to him the purpose of the lobbyist is unclear. For
example, he said it is too late to
lobby against tuition increases He
also said that he does not think a
lobbyist would be that effective.
And finally, Powell said he sees himself as a lobbyist and appointing a

lobbyist to represent student.-, may
cause a conflict of interest.
Powell also discussed his recent
meeting with the president of Morehead State University, Dr. Morris
Norfleet. He said they met to talk
about ways for the two universities
to coordinate programs such as extended rumpus courses. They discussed the possibility of jointly offering some of the extended courses,
which would save one faculty salary.
They also discussed the possibilities
of faculty exchanges and joint booking of concerts.
Powell also talked about reductions in the amount of money allocated for intercollegiate athletics
and the future of Model l.ah School
at the hour-long forum.
He said he feels that Model is a
vital part of the university's education program. The Council on
Higher Education's recommendations
do not include funding for Model.
But, Powell said, "The opera ain't
over 'til the fat lady sings. And the
fat lady (the legislature) sings in
January."
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"There's a certain uniqueness to
Sullivan Hall," Jeannette Crockett,
dean of women student affairs, said,
echoing many Sullivan residents'
feelings.
Sullivan Hall, 72 years old, reeks
of character. Residents seem to overlook its cracked, painted walla and
creaky, noisy wooden floors. Crockett said not many women move once
they live in Sullivan.
"They don't want to do it," Lorine Zagule, a resident assistant at
Sullivan, said of the move for Sullivan residents. She cited reasons such
aa the inconvenience, the larger
rooms and the attachment or
"homey" atmosphere of Sullivan.
"They're aad because they have
to leave. They love it here. It's very
homey," Hallie Campbell, Sullivan
dorm director since 1968, said. But,
she added, they understand why
they have to leave." Charia Harrison, a freshman and Sullivan resident, said she plans on coming back
to the dormitory after it's renovated. "Oh yes! I put my housing
form in for next Fall and put down
Sullivan," she said.
Like Harrison, all of the residents
have been namgnerl to various dormitories among the university.
According to Crockett, the

r

women were notified in the Spring,
during orientation, and officially this
Fall that the dorm would be closed
for renovation.
"They seem to be happy," Campbell said.
Mabel Criswell, associate director
of housing, said most residents received their dorm and roommate
preference. She said she is still
working out those that are not
pleased with their assignment*.
Crockett said, "Right now,
they're (Sullivan residents) not tripled." But she said that doesn't
mean there is not a possibility of
the residents' being tripled next semester, like other residents of certain dorms.
Will Sullivan lose its distinct
character and atmosphere once it's
renovated? According to Crockett,
steps are being taken to restore and
keep intact the building's style. For
instance, a new hardwood floor will
be installed instead of tiles.
Yet the characteristic cracks of
the large, echo-filled hallways will be
silenced with carpeting.
Sullivan will be getting a costly
face-lift. But like human facelifts,
what is underneath — the distinguishing traits, personality, character
— ■'•main intact

"\

One student didn't quit smoking, but quit listening to the lectures
about health and religion at the stop-smoking clinic held recently at
the university. For more information about the clinic, see Beth
Wilson's story on Page 5.

'There's no place like home'
or Sullivan, residents say
By Mary Lueraen
Managing editor
As most university students eagerly await Christmas break and
pack up a few of their belongings,
wave goodbyes to friends and head
for home, Sullivan Hall residents
will wave goodbye probably a little
bit longer, a little bit sadder and a
little bit harder to their resident
friends and old semester "home".
Sullivan Hall will shut its age-old
doors Dec 19 to these residents only
to be opened months later to a renovated, newer, aafer "home" next
Fall.
Meanwhile, Sullivan dormitory
women ire beginning the annual
Spring ritual of stuffing suitcases,
filling boxes and sorting knickknacks in preparation for their move
to other donna scattered throughout
campus.
However, not all will be quiet on
the doorsteps of Sullivan. Beginning
Dec 21, university maintenance men
will haul worn beds, roattrosses and
furniture to the Physical Plant for
itorage.
Aa eagerly and homesick as the
old furniture, past Sullivan residents
will alao be anticipating the completion of the $369,400 renovation

highest percent of its benchmark
median at 97.2 percent. The benchmark median for regional universities in the state is $22,056. Benchmark medians for the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Ixiuisville' are $26,743 and $25,859.
respectively.
Benchmark universities for the
Kentucky regional institutions include Wright State University, Austin Peay State University. Tennessee
Technological University, Miami
University and Old Dominion University, among others.
It should be noted that these figures are for salaries, and not compensation, which includes Social Security, teachers retirement, life
insurance and health insurance, as
well.
"Most people, when they see a
dollar figure, think of salaries, not
compensation," said Dr. J.C. Powell,
president of the university.
According to Doug Whitlock,
Powell's assistant, what you would
need to do in order to find out what
compensation would he, "would be
to add about 18 percent" to the average salary figure.
"For 1981-82, our salaries have
increased," said Powell.
Clark indicated that the salaries
for "the people who were with us in
'80-'81, who are still with us in 'HI'82 have averaged about a nine percent increase."

Process
changed

Full speed ahead

With finals only s few weeks ahead, many university students like the one
pictured above, sre beginning to prepare and study for exams. The library,
with late night study hours, is a popular place to study. (Photo by Greg
Hunt).

By Valerie Christy
Staff writer
The pre-registration process has
undergone a change, rendering it
more available to undergraduates
with deficiencies.
In the past, a student could not
pre-register if he were on academic
probation or had any "F" deficiencies or more than one "D deficiency at midterm. Now, a student
may pre-register if he or she has no
more than six hours of combined
"D" or "F" deficiencies.
Reasons for this change were explained by Dr. John Rowlett. vice
president for scademic affairs. "We
want to pre-register as many of our
students ss we cen. On the other
hand, it is better for students who
are failing courses to wait and see if
they need to take the class again."
This new policy does not apply
to nursing students, who still must
maintain "Cs" or better by midterm
in all of their major or supporting
classes.
Students who plan on student
teaching in the spring are not to
pre-register. Instead, they should see
their respective advisers, if advice is
needed, and obtain a copy of their
planned curriculum.
(See PRE-REGISTRATION,
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University proves final love for student
The following is the conclusion of
an article of one student's struggle
to get to the university from a foreign country.
By Alfred Lokoji
Staff writer
At the British Consulate — it
was about 1 p.m. local time — I
was told too late for today, come tomorrow. I was there at seven the
next morning. Having gained admission to the sanctum sanctorum at 9
a.m., 1 was told: No British visa
without a VS. visa.
"I am not going to stay in Britain, I just need a transit visa."
"Sorry, regulations."
"But I can't even book a flight
without your visa."
"Sorry, next please."
Noontime, I reported to Bank of
Sudan. Surprise! A copy of the
telex! They sent the money to a
bank in New York!
Yippie — time to scalp heads.
First target — the U.S. Embassy. I
found it closed for the week though
staffers were still indoors. Next day
of work would be Monday, Sept. 8.
"Oh, I was here yesterday and
they told me to bring this. 1 am late
for school in U.S.A. and my flight
(fictitious) leaves tonight."
"Just a moment .... Come in!
This way, please."

A husky fellow, perhaps a onetime fullback, studied my documents.
"OK," he conceded with tight
lips, "wait outside."
Within 20 minutes, the "closed"
Embassy processed my visa.
Now off to the British Embassy.
Closed for the day. Fortunately,
it defied the Muslim holiday and
opened on Friday, the next day. It
took four hours to have the visa
processed at a cost of $38 (only $8
for the VS. visa).
"Pick it up on Monday morning."
"But my flight leaves tonight."
"Where is your flight confirmation?"
"Oh, I am assured a flight, but I
couldn't get the confirmation without your visa."
She studied me suspiciously. I
cowered and put on the look of a
terrified dog.
"Are you sure you are leaving tonight?"
Hesitantly, she handed me the
passport. I had to repress a demonic
urge to scream something dirty at
her.
London was fully booked till
Sept. 17. The reserve list was also
full. "Could I use the Sudan Airways ticket on other lines such as
British Airways, Alitalia or Luf-

thansa?"
"Only with approval from Sudan
Airways headquarters."
"Would it bother you if I just
show up at the airport tonight if
you just jot down my name?"
"I guess not.... Please yourself."
I began prowling the streets for a
taxi at 9:30 p.m. Our cordial relations with Saudi Arabia weren't
paying off in oil. We had rationing.
I got to the airport around 10:30
p.m. The crowds were annoying. Departure for Sudan Airways' night
flight to London read 11:30.
It was 11:45 before reservation
passengers were checked in.
I managed to place No. 11. Ten
more passengers were called off for
the reserve list.
Immigration at Dulles couldn't
have cared less if I missed the last
Saturday flight to Cincinnati. So it
was Sunday, Sept. 17, when I arrived at Blue Grass in the early evening.
Another taxi to Richmond, to
Ekky. At first sight, she waa a real
beauty; Oil of Olay class. How could
she fail, with such a full make-up
force?
No dormitory for me; no place to
go; no one I knew! This was Sunday
— God's and mankind's day of rest

here.
Do I go back to Sudan after all
this madness? I was nonchalantly
told that my late enrollment depended on the discretion of the
President, and then of the teachers
whose classes I was deemed to have
snubbed by such tardiness.
A veteran of the Sudanese experience, I found these to be routine
scuffles, though more threatening.
At the Department of Political Science, I was directed to see a Kline
and instead found a Rainey. With
the composure of a beaten stray
To the Editor:
dog, I introduced myself.
I And it very distressing that the
Glen Rainey reacted with the student body at Eastern Kentucky
dexterity of one with an extensive University do not support their
experience in a dog pound. Before teams as well as the students at
noon, he had lined up teachers, other schools in the O.V.C. If Westsmoothed Ekky's ruffled feathers, ern were ranked number one in the
acted as my advisor and thus en- nation and had a playoff game this
sured my full enrollment by night- Saturday, I feel sure that the tickets
falL
would have already been sold out.
Like all spoiled girls, Ekky Why is it that with an enrollment
hardly realizes how much I appre- of over 14,000 students, probably
ciate her. I am not surprised if all fewer than half will attend the game
she thinks of ia giving me an MPA on Saturday? This does not speak
(multiple pelvic aches) certificate in well of the students.
May of 1982.
The blame, of course, does not lie
Ekky likes to help if you show
an intention to retire from love life. entirely with the student body. The
She doesn't seem to care much if townspeople are also apathetic in reone has other girls in mind; in fact, gard to supporting their team. I
wonder how many of them have
she seems to hate other girls.

Letters to the Editor

The
Finals Race

Boo, Morehead

in the race.
And we're off!
The races at Keeneland and
A quick kick from the maroon
other horse racing tracks might be and white silked jockey the student
shutting the last stall, but around realizes he is falling behind in the
college campuses the "Finals Race" important race. Later nights, earlier
has begun for students.
mornings, intenser days, the student
At least that's how I feel. I feel fights to recover.
as if we're on our last leg of s race,
However, obstacles cloud his aim.
swesting profusely, regretful over Calls echoing for "pizza anyone"; "I
past procrastinations and only mak- need a partner for racquetball," to
ing it around the corner because of "Gone With The Wind is playing"
a due reward of Christmas break.
resound throughout the hall.
It's the student against the odds,
Temptation haunts him. The
against time, against temptation.
stakes are high. To study or not?
For three months the student ("Ill get up early tomorrow," he ra(the long shot, my bookie informs tionalizes and excuses himself to the
me) vigorously trains in an effort to movie theater.) Dean's List or the
win the prestigious, coveted crown Doghouse? Which will it be?
bejeweled with As and Bs, and to
Slowing before the final stretch,
bask in the winner's circle of the
catching his much-needed rest, the
Dean's List.
student fills his stomach, rests his
The students begin training early
head and ultimately gathers momenin the semester with simple, basic,
tum during Thanksgiving to gallopday-by-day tasks of studying, quizforth in a renewed burst of energy
ting, etc., in preparation for the
for taw final three weeks.
"Big One" — finals. (Even the name
"Three more weeks, three more
sounds dreadful.)
Thus, the first leg of the race weeks," the crowd chants.
The student worries, doubts,
seems relatively easy ... too easv.
Anticipating the whip, the de- frets. "I'm going to go crazy.
A blurred image of As and Ba on
mand, the student moves to the inside of the track, smoothly. He a thinly sheeted paper float ahead;
proud parents, friends waving him
knew what to expect ....
Now cocky, with an A under his on, the student croaaes the finish
cap, the student slouches off. He line Dec. 18 winning the Finale Race
might go downtown for the famous by a length
Temptation, time and odds are
"just one beer" or take in Luke and
Laura's marriage, eventually letting beaten — At leaat for another seexams: studies, projects gain footage

tion, a major concern of the mission
statements on which Council of
Higher Education staff members
claim the model is baaed. Thus, in
this case, the name "Mission Model"
is very inappropriate.
* The sharply increasing tuition,
sided by inflation, a poor general
economy and reduced financial aid
programs, will rob some students of
college educations.
* The "Model" fails to replace
the money cut from the universities'
budgets in the past two years before
creating a new budgeting method.
* Moat regional university presidents say that they do not believe
that they have been consulted
enough on the formation of the pro
poaal. Some Council members reported that they felt the same way
about their role in the matter.
* Even some Council members
questioned that the staff made all
the decisions without much input
from the Council or consulting the
approved policy of the group.
Any personal remarks about the
general concerns for higher education in thia state will be most helpful. You should also make note of
your position at the university (biology major at Eastern Kentucky University or senior at Eastern, for example) and note that you are a
constituent.
Most good letters will not just
complain but will offer alternatives.
For example:
* The former method of budgeting, incremental budgeting, should
be reenacted.
* Before using a new method of
budgeting, the money taken from
the universities in the recent budget
cute should be replaced.
* One of. the two above methods
should be used or the situation
should be kept stationary until a
true Mission Model with extensive
input from university presidents and
Council on Higher Education members can be developed.
Regardless of what you choose to
say, it ia most important that you
db one thing — WRITE.

Support Big E

Campus Reflections

To the Editor:
As fsns of Eastern Kentucky
University's football Colonels, my
wife and I traveled to Morehead last
Saturday to watch a football game.
We were surprised to find that Eastem's fans outnumbered Morehead's,
but we were soon to find out why.
It seemed to us that Morehead's
players were leas interested in winning a football game than in trying
to injure our players.
When we read the account of the
game in the Sunday paper, we discovered that the head coach at

While you are enjoying a relaxing
holiday in a few weeks, you could be
missing s prime opportunity to prevent passage of the "Mission
Model," s move detrimental to the
regional universities of Kentucky.
It ia of the utmost importance
that every student, faculty and staff
member of the university let Kentucky legislators know that thia
measure should be stopped.
A simple letter is sufficient to let
either a state senator or representsti ve know how his or her constituent
feels about the new budgeting procedure proposed for higher education.
An hour or leas is sufficient time
to spend composing the letter, which
should be addressed to the appropriate senator or representative whose
addresses appear on Pages 3 and 4.
To make it even easier for concerned members of the university
community to contact state senators
and representatives, the Student Association will be glad to locate appropriate legislators, and even address and mail the letter, thus
alleviating the cost of postage. The
office is located on the main floor of
the Powell Building.
The style or form of the letter is
not really important as long as it is
clear to the recipient that those associated with the regional universities do not approve of the "Mission
Model" budgeting procedure.
It is not important for the letter
to be typed or perfectly composed,
although it should make sense and
show an intelligent concern for the
welfare of regional universities in
Kentucky. A handwritten letter
might even be a nice, personal touch
that would get the attention of the
legislators.
There are a few important points
that can be made:
* The proposal causes regional
school students to have to bear the
burden of budget monies while UK
and U of L are funded primarily by
the state.
* Despite the title of "Mission
Model," it gives money to research
that needa to go to primary instruc-

Morehead, in effect, condoned his
player spitting in the face of one of
our players, and that the defensive
line coach had smashed his own
head with a helmet in order to incite his players to violence with the
sight of blood. I am sure that disgusting picture was picked up by
the wire services and run in other
parts of the country so that everyone could deride the goings on in
poor, backward Kentucky.
Thia rooming, several of my students who are in our marching band
told me that they were pushed
around, spat on and threatened by
Morehead players and that one
band member was threatened by a
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coach.
I think that a coaching staff that
would condone, incite and participate in auch behavior should be
publicly censured by Morehead's
athletic director, faculty senate and
president. I also feel that they owe
an apology not only to the EKU
community, but to Morehead's students, faculty and citizens, whose
name they have besmirched.
Eastern's motto thia year has
been, "A Matter of Pride." We are
proud of our players, not because
they are winning, but because they
are working hard to get an education and give their best to the team
at the same time. We are proud of
the coaches because they encourage
scholarship and sportsmanship aa
well as success. We are proud of the
band, the trainers and managers because of the long hours they put in.
We are proud of these people —
win, lose or draw.
Morehead'* team and coachea
have sacrificed a chance.to cloae a
losing season with pride and dignity.
Aa far aa I'm concerned, Morehead's
season record reads, "No wins, no
pride, no class."
Jay G. Rigga

Thanks, Security
To the Editor.
Saturday, November 28, I arrived
back at Eastern after the Thanksgiving holidays. Unable to stay in
the dorms, myself and a friend were
going to study at his apartment.
However, the keys to his apartment
were locked in my dorm room.
Thanks to Security Officer Don Pinlow, I waa allowed to enter my room
and get the key*.
I wish to thank Officer Pinlow
and Security for helping me. It
seems that the only new* about Se-

driven to Lexington this year to
watch the Cata lose while their
hometown Colonels have lost only
one game.
I think the time has come to
support our football program atEastern, not only with words but'
also with action. Everyone in Richmond should support the Colonels
with the purchase of a ticket. I for
one have already done so, and will
be at the game Saturday, no matter
what the weather conditions are. If
you do not attend, you are letting ■
down your school, your hometown
and mostly yourself.
Let's all support the Colonels en
route to their next National Championship.
Go Big E.
Michael W. Barger

curity today is negative news. Perhaps they don't deserve such a bad;
rap.
Arch Carrico

Roach research
To the editor,
, This letter is just to point out
that once again a reporter of the
Progress has failed to do serious reMarch to back up facts which were
presented in her article.
In Mary Luersen's article on giving thank* (Nov. 19 Progress) she
states that cockroaches are our
"four-legged" friends for if she had
taken the time to ask any roach on
campus she would have quickly
learned that the typical roach has
six legs.
It ia bad enough that most people have such deep-rooted prejudices
against the** marvelous creature*
(they're just doing the job that evolution has adapted them for — and
they do their job so well), but to
tall blatant bes about them ia unforgivable.
Shame on you, Mary Lueraen,
first it was books, then it was God
— now it ia roaches. Are no cornerstone* of our society sacred to you?
Guenter A. Schuster
Assistant Profeseor of Biology

Letters Welcome
The Progrtu welcomes letters
from students, faculty, staff and
member* of the community. All
writer* are encouraged to keep their
letters concise (within 600 words)
and to type them. All letter* to the
editor should be signed and sent or
delivered to the Progress office in
Wallace 348. Opinion* on any subject whether campus, local, state or
national are welcome.
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Senate addresses
for letter writing

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

SENATE DISTRICTS
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMISSION
JUNE 1972

*7: W.I.. (BiU) QuinUn (D)
8214 Seaforth Drive
Louisville, Ky. 40258

#22: Robert R Martin (D)
300 Summit
Richmond, Ky. 40475

#12: John E. Trevey, M.D. (R)
5241 Tales Creek Road
Lexington, Ky. 40603

#23: Gus Sheehan, Jr. (D)
612 Altamont Road
Covington, Ky.

«13: Michael R Mokmey (D)
605 Court Square Building
Lexington, Ky. 40507
*14: Ed ODanial (D)
229 Virginia Avenue
Springfield, Ky. 40069
#15: John D. Rogers (R)
P.O. Box 518
Somerset, Ky. 42501
#16: Doug Moseley (R)
P.O. Box 366
Columbia, Ky. 42728
#17: Charles W. Berger (D)
P.O. Box 689
Pineville, Ky. 40977
#18: Nelson Robert Allen (D)
507 Bellefonte Princess Rd
Ashland, Ky. 41101

#24: Clyde W. Middleton (R)
Box 546
Covington, Ky.
#25: Lowell T. Hughes (D)
3021 Lucille Street
Ashland, Ky. 41101
#26: Louis T. Peniston (D)
Comer Spring and Cedar
New Castle, Ky. 40050
#27: Woodrow Stamper (D)
316 Keeton Heights
West Liberty, Ky. 41472
#28: John A. (Eck) Rose (D)
P.O. Box 511
Winchester, Ky. 40391
#29: Benny Ray Bailey (D)
Route 102-A
Hindman, Ky.
#30: Ed Ford, DVM (D)
315 East Pike Street
Cynthiana, Ky. 41031

#19: Bill (Fibber) McGee (D)
1006 Minors Lane
Louisville, Ky. 40219

#31: John Doug Hays (D)
Box 721
Pikeville, Ky. 41501

#20: Fred Bradley (D)
Route 2 South Benson
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

#32: Frank Miller (D)
Route 5, Box 248
Bowling Green, Ky.

#21: Gene Huff (R)
Box 693
London, Ky. 40741

#33: Georgia Davis Powers (D)
733 Cecil Avenue
Louisville, Ky. 4021

#34: Jon W. Ackereon (R)
410 Burdorf Building
Louisville, Ky.

Representative addresses

#35: David K. Karem (D)
2439 Ransdell Avenue
Louisville, Ky. 40204

#1: Ward (Butch) Bumette (D)
Box 348
Fulton, Ky. 42041

#6: J.R. Gray (D)
Rte. 3 Jackson School Rd.
Benton, Ky. 42025

*16: Lewis Foster (D)
Route 1. Box 231
I/ewisburg, Ky. 42256

#36: Eugene P. Stuart (R)
6403 Coventry Court
Prospect, Ky. 40059

#2: Lloyd E. Clapp (D)
P.O. Box 85
Wingo, Ky. 42088

#7: David E. Boswell (D)
Route 6 Box 95
Owensboro, Ky. 42301

#17: Willard (Woody) Allen (R)
Route 2, 123
Morgantown, Ky. 42261

#37: A.D. (Danny) Yocum (D)
5412 Rolling Ridge Road
Louisville, Ky. 40059

#3: Alice H. (Dolly) McNutt (D)
106 Country Club Lane
Paducah, Ky. 42001

#8: H. Ramsey Morris (D)
1907 Russellville Road
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

a 18: Marv Ann Tobin (D)
U.S. 60
Irvington, Ky. 40146

#38: Daniel J. (Danny) Meyer (D)
603 East Brandeia Avenue"
Louisville, Ky. 40217

#4: Joel Ellington (D)
Box 199 Old Mavfield Rd
Paducah, Ky. 42001

#9: James E. Bruce (D)
Route 1, 41-A South
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

»19: Ronny Laymen (R)
Route 4. Sunbeam Road
Leitchfield, Ky. 42754

#5: Freed Curd (D)
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071

#10: William T. Brinkley (D)
311 West Lake Street
Madisonville. Ky. 42431

«20: Jody Richards (D)
1022 Ridgecrest Drive
Bowling Green. Ky. 42101

#11: David H. Thomason (D)
P.O. Box 19
Henderson, Ky. 42420

3 21: Billy Ray Smith
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

GENFRAL ASSEMBLY

*22: Richard A. Turner (R)
Route 4
Tompkinsville, Ky. 42167

#12: Roy Joe Head (D)
Route 2
Providence, Ky. 42450

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICTS
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMISSION
JUNE 1978

#23: Bobby H. Richardson (D)
Route 7, Highway .UK
Glasgow, Ky. 42141

#13: Louis Johnson (D)
1511 Kent Place
Owensboro, Ky. 42301

«24: Sam B. Thomas (D)
Route 1
Lsbanon, Ky. 40033

#14: Donald J. Blandford (D)
Route 1, King Road
Philpot. Ky. 42366
#15: Philip Stone (D)
620 West Reservoir Ave.
Central City, Ky. 42330

«25: Allene A. Craddock (D)
710 Woodland Road
Elizabethtown. Ky. 42701
See REPRESENTATIVE, Page 4

Professional

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR HALE
WHEN THE INTEREST RATE GOES
DOWN. THE PRICE OF HOUSES WILL
GO UP. BUY ONE OF THESE NOW
AND SAVE
1. SH miles past Waco — Pretty brick 3
bedroom. 2 full baths on 2'i acres — $62,500. Additional acreage at $1800 per acre
up to 56 screa.
2. Buy a nice comer lot in Milford Estate*
and build later, $9600.
3. Union City — 8 milea out, modified Aframe on 2 plus acres for $55,000; 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, cathedral ceiling in liv
ingroom or buy 2'i acres for 127,900 with
two bedroom mobile home, also has barn,
atorage building and pond.
4. Start with a $25,000 home on Walaal
Street or a $35,900 in Ramaey Addition.
Nice hardwood floors, plus other extras.
5. Buy a duplas in Southern Hills for
$65,000. Large apartment rents for $325
and smaller one for $195. Let someone else
help pay your payment
6. Walk to work — Lovely older home on
8waai|t. iotas University property — must
aee these Urge rooms
7. Team up and buy thia 382 acre farm
juat 1 milea off 1-7$ North. It has two
good house* with plenty of room to build
more. It has over 11,000 pound tobacco
base, two barns, and is a food cattle farm.
Thia farm joins Boonea Trace and haa a
sandy beach on the Kentucky River. Why
not be the firat condo-farmera. Call
MAJOR AND ASSOCIATES, Ruaaell E.
Major. Real Batata Broker Ask for Leon at
623 4608 or 823 4089
RECORD8MITH - Buy. mad rock slbuma in good condition. 823-5068.
For Sale — Good uaed electric type*
wnter. one owner made by Brothers, asking
1125.00/FIRM Call 623-6429 evenings

*
*

PERSONALS
Entar in the All-Campus Roommate Fitness
competition. Trophy awarded for let place.
No psychological training allowed. Extra
points for beards For more information
contact Dana or Jeff

20% OFF

*
*.
*
*

9

OUR
ENTIRE
STOCK!

EYES EXAMINED

CHOOSE FROM OUR ENTIRE
STOCK, INCLUDING MENS AN J
WOMENS SWEATERS BY: AIG* NER\ ORGANICALLY GROWN®,
CHEENOSN TIME AND PLACE ,
KENNINGTON ,
AND
MANY
OTHERS. THE PERFECT GIFT!!

NOW Vz OFF
(REG. PRICE)
*

I— 4

-—

623-3367
Moft.-Sat.

*

20% OFF
*
CHOOSE FROM OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF MENS OR LADY
DEXTERS. A FANTASTIC SELECTION, AND A GREAT GIFT IDEAI

a£Me/cUngo

a&d
20% OFF

MAIN ST

T0VVNE CINEMA
NOW SHOWING

623-8884

7 00 & 9 15 PLUS FRI & SAT 11 15

*
*

lidiaia Jones-tNe new htro
i the creators of JAWS and STAR WARS.

•
fH-lOSVRKIi.

*

BOOTS

*

20% OFF!

*
*

CHOOSE FROM OUR ENTIRE STOCK

Dwane, you art s turkey. Thanks for
nothing. Sue

Brsndywla* Ski Rssort has fall (ISM
jobs — Inside or outside — far swa or
woman who can drop out winter quart**
Pay starts st $3.60 par hour; can earn $$,000 before spring and save most of It not
sleeping quarter* provided Writ* to Box
MS. htarwMVald. OM44047 and tall ua about

Call For Appointment

8:30-5:00

SWEATERS

STBS

HIL" WANTED

ALL TYPES OF CONTACT LENS AVAILABLE

(REG. PRICE)

bays

MRV1CM
IMMIGBATION CONSULTANT.
DANNY L. OWENS Is avallsblt le ffraeties Iraaalgrarino * Nationality Law. MM
Mi LogaTArto Building. M0 South Ssveath Street, Louisville, Kentucky 40*01,
(602) 58M084

EXTENDED WEAR

NOW Vz OFF

Birthday, Karen N. Fran the

Conclusion: no sweethearts in Chi
Omega. Or as*, I wrong?

LENS DISPENSED
DOWNTOWN

CHOOSE FROM OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF MENS OR WOMENS,
INCLUDING
LEVI'S ,
CALVIN
KLEIN*,
JORDACHE®,
AND
MANY OTHERS ...

SHOES AND BAGS

*

Service

BLUE JEANS

AIGNER®

k
k
k
•

CONTACT LENS

*-«•« s™«™
TODAY :

SALE

•

Sierra Dasigna 60/40 Parka; orange, aiie
medium. $75.00. 623-1822 or 328-3661.
FOR RENT
For Rant. One bedroom furnished apartment Good location. 623-2223.

I'llK-« IIIIIS I >l AS

*
*

OF MENS OR MS. DINGO BOOTS.
CHOOSE FROM OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF MINS OR LADIES BASS
A GREAT GIFT IDEA.

'HOME OF C

VALUES AND SELECTIONS *
THAT CAN'T BE BEAT!! •
MATE OF THE MONTH"©

46S EASTERN
BY PASS

HOURS
Ssl
10SSI lo9p m
M..I.

•Moppeas
VILLAGE

•
*

Su" l*D«r»

•

RICHMOND
KENTUCKY

Pfiooe
6?4 ?7?7

lh, IVAw SI,.,,■
A MEMSfff Of IHC ftmnODl.ROU

•k -kf.it kkk-kkkkk-kkk %k -kk-kkkit kkk k k k k, •*****•

*
*

,. MfWeCNFORO
KAflEN ALLEN PSU FREEMAN RONALD LACEY JOMMrS-OMES ttlWLM ELU0TT
...JTJrMwlLMMS -v.-. GEORGE LUCAS . HOW0 KAZANJAN
„„. LSatlNCfKASuAN
GEORGE LUCAS. H*PKAUFMAN
^>BW*s»WSmi. «. STEVENSPtlBEfC

i~ '■■- nrtsM i*»i nvmahi"LKnr ^.

(PG r*»Br« islam snail IB SB
-t*

mtmM,

_..,„..,«»... S|
P>
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Representative addresses for letter writers
Continued from Page 3
»26: Virgil I. Penman (D)
962 North Woodland Dr.
Radcliff. Ky. 40160
»27: Bill Lile (R)
11304 Frenchrone Drive
Valley Station, Ky. 402
#28: Jim Dunn (D)
5009 Maryman Road
Pleasure Ridge Park, Ky.
#29: Al Bennett (D)
3518 Blanton Lane
Louisville. Ky. 40214
n30: Thomas J. Burch (D)
4850 Brenda Drive
Louisville, Ky. 40219
#31: Mark D O'Brien (D)
36 South Sheridan Road
Louisville, Ky.
#32: Fred Cowan (D)
1913 Spring Drive
Louisville, Ky. 40202
#33: Bob Heleringer (R)
3218 Orchard Manor Circle
Louisville, Ky. 40220
#34: Gerta Bendl (D)
2403 New burg Road
Louisville, Ky. 40205
#35: Carl A. Nett (D)
901 Eastern Parkway
l/wisville. Ky. 40205
#36: Tom Riner (D)
1143 East Broadway
I-ouisville. Ky. 40204

#39: Lawrence Ray Maynard (D)
517 West St. Catherine
Louisville, Ky. 40203

#52: Raymond Overstreet (R)
Box U, Riverview Estates
Liberty, Ky. 42539 -

#66: Bury G. Caldwell (R)
2722 Surfside Drive
Villa Hills, Ky. 41017

#80: Danny R Ford (R)
P.O. Bos 143
Mt Vemon. Ky. 40456

#40: Jerry Bronger (D)
3500 Robin Drive
Louisville. Ky. 40216

#53: Richard Fryman (R)
P.O. Box 66
Albany. Ky. 42602

#67: Terry L. Mann (D) .
19 Douglas Drive
Newport, Ky. 41071

#81: Harry Moberly, Jr. (D)
232 South Porter Drive
Richmond, Ky. 40476

#41: Mae Street Kidd (D)
2308 West Chestnut Street
Louisville, Ky. 40211
#42: Audrey Williams (D)
3636 First National Tower
Louisville. Ky. 40202
#43: Carl R. Hines, Sr. (D)
635 Southwestern Parkway
Louisville, Ky. 40211
#44: James Bernard Yates (D)
2305 Thurman Drive
Louisville, Ky. 40216
#45: Dottie Priddy (D)
9001 Whipporwill Road
Louisville. Ky. 40229
#46: Harold Haering (R)
7709 Zenith Way
Louisville, Ky. 40219

#54: Joe Clarke ID)
420 Boone Trail
Danville, Ky. 40422
#55: Thomas M. Jones
401 Sunset Drive
Lawrenceburg, Ky. 40342
#56: Joe Barrows (D)
Route 1, McCracken Pike
Versailles. Ky. 40383
#67: CM. (Hank) Hancock (D)
514 Murray Street
Frankfort. Ky. 40601

#68: William Donnenneyer (D)
333 Bonnie Leslie Avenue
BeUavue, Ky. 41073
#69: Arthur L. Schmidt (R)
134 Winters Lane
Cold Springs, Ky. 41076
#70: Pete Worthington (D)
Route 1, Box 131
Ewing. Ky. 41039

#72: Jim LeMaster (D)
Pittinger Building
Paris, Ky. 40361

#86: Jimmy White (D)
324 North Main Street
Barbourville. Ky. 40906

#60: William K. (Bill) McBee (D)
P.O. Box 340
Burlington. Ky. 41005

#73: PaulW/recharoaon (D)
72 Mil wood
Winchester, Ky. 40391

#87: Harold Ray Lefevers (R)
Kettle bland, Ky. 40958

#48: Louie Guenther, Jr. (R)
235 South Fifth Street
Louisville, Ky. 40202

#62: Mark Farrow (D)
RFD2, Box 69
Stamping Ground, Ky.
4037

#76: Jerry Lundergan (D)
1625 Liberty Road
Lexington, Ky. 40505

#63: Ken Harper (R)
33 Arcadia Avenue
Ukeside Park. Ky. 41017

#77: David L. Van Horn (D)
1024 Juniper Drive
. Lexington, Ky. 40504

#49: Frank J. Smith (D)
Box 222, Star Route
Shepherdsville, Ky. 40165

^

#74: Adrian K. Arnold (D)
Route 3
Mt Sterling, Ky. 40353

#37: Paul Clark (D)
4711 South Second Street
Louisville, Ky.

#50: Kenny Rapier (D)
115 Parkview Drive
Bardstown, Ky. 40004

#64: Charles O. Petty (D)
686 Ridge Road
Covington, Ky. 41015

#78: Pat Freibert (R)
659Tateswood
Lexington, Ky. 40502

#38: Dan "Malano" Seum ID)
326 E. Esplanade
Louisville. Ky. 40214

#51: Herman W. Rattliff (R)
Route 3
Campbellsville, Ky. 42718

#65: Joseph U. Meyer (D)
106 West Uth Street
Covington, Ky. 41011

#79: Henry etay (Hank) List (D)
3260 Carriage Lane
Lexington, Ky. 40502

Profits from book donated to Moore fund
A special message to faculty and
students whose homes are in Kentucky!
The accompanying picture of Dr.
William J. Moore was taken more
than a score of years before "the
pruning knife of Time cut him
down" in February of last year.
Probably few
present members
of the university
faculty knew him
as their dean at
that time and it is _
not likely that
Moor*
any present member of the university student body had even heard of
him that long ago. But scattered
over Kentucky there are thousands
of graduates who admired and loved
him.
Each one is earnestly requested
to consider this article as if it were
a letter to you, in person. It is not
for this srtirle to repeat the praise
bestowed on Dean Moore by Dr.
Robert R. Martin and by President
J.C. Powell in the memorial service;
it is not for this article to repeat
the impressive list of his honors and
achievements as published at the
time of his death.
Suffice it to say that he was associated with the university as student, professor and dean from 1913
to 1965.
You are requested by personal
contacts and by clipping and mailing
this article to help inform alumni
and other friends of the university
that in February of this year the
William J. Moore Memorial .Scholarship Fund was established.
One of the initiators of the
project was Dr. Joseph O. Van
Hook, a retired university professor
and author of The Kentucky Story.
He dedicated the 700 fourth-edition

copies snd the fourth edition itsell
thereafter to Dean Moore. He
pledged that 50 cents of each $5.50
(a substantially reduced price) received for each copy would be donated to said scholarship fund.
Already he has paid $200 into
the fund. In addition, he will transfer publication rights to the university and provide that the royalty
shall accrue directly to this fund
when publication is resumed.
Last December Dr. Van Hook
purchased all available fourth edition copies with the view of trying
to get most of them into school libraries where they would supplement the present Kentucky history
offering and into homes where there

are children who will study Kentucky history in school.
About 275 dedicated copies are
still available. Inasmuch as he must
be far from Kentucky at least until
the end of December, he is transferring most of these copies on consignment to the EKU Bookstore and
transferring other copies to the university Alumni House.
It is preferred that payment be
by check, made payable to the Alumni Association; however, cash
payment will be feaaible at either
place. If ordered by mail, $1.25
should be included to cover the
mailing cost.
Dr. Van Hook personally asks
that, "If you have, or expect to

have, children who are yet to study
Kentucky history in school, don't
you think it would be quite worthwhile to have one of these dedicated
copies in your home library?
"If you are a student, why not
donate a copy or loan your copy to
the high school that you attended or
the elementary school that serves
your home community?
"In any event, please clip this article and mail it to some Eastern
graduate or principal or teacher who
might find a way to get one or more
copies into his or her school library.
"And always bear in mind that
EKU will appreciate contributions
to the William J. Moore Memorial
Scholarship Fund."

'—~*r

#93: Clayton N. Little (D)
Route 1. Bos 407
Virgie. Ky. 41672
#94: Herbert Deskins, Jr. (D)
Bra 799
PikeviUe. Ky. 41601

#84: Clarence D. Noland, Jr. (R)
Sand Hill Road
Irvine, Ky. 40336

#59: Robert A. <Bob) Jones (D)
Box 8
Crestwood, Ky. 40014

#61: Clay Crupper (D)
25 Wilron Drive
Dry Ridge, Ky. 41035

#92: Carl C. Perkins (D)
Lebum, Ky. 41631

#83: Tommy Todd (R)
Route 2
Nancy. Ky. 42644

#86: Albert Robinson (R)
Route 6, Box 60
London, Ky. 40741

#47: Edward L. Holloway (R)
10705 Sunderland Place
Middletown, Ky. 40243

#91: Hoover Dawahare (D)
Box 540
Whiteaburg, Ky. 41868

#82: Elvin Elmer Patrick (R)
218 South Fifth Street
Williamaburg, Ky. 40769

#71: Walter Blevina, Jr.
Morehead, Ky. 40351

#58: Marshall Long (D)
ShelbyviUe, Ky. 40065

#90: Randy Moore (D)
Hyden, Ky. 41749

#96: Gregory D. Stumbo (D)
1110 Cardinal Place
Pnetonaburg, Ky. 41653
#96: L.E. Gene CKne (D)
Olive Hill. Ky. 41164
#97: Keither Endicott, Jr. (R)
Inez, Ky. 41224
#98: Ronald R Cyrus (D)
1410 Cyrus Court
Fist woods, Ky. 41139
#99: Ray 0. Brown (D)
Box 345
Sandy Hook, Ky. 41171

#88: Roger Noe (D)
Garden Street
Harlan, Ky. 40831

#100: Charles R Holbrook, III (R)
1734Dysmrd Hill
Ashland, Ky. 41101

#89: Jim Maggard (D)
Haddix. Ky. 41331

NOW A VAMLABLE:
I Honth and 2 Month UvmbvrMhip*

£BeauiifJ

OX

FIGURE SALON
■■ A, . ■r.t f*M> ■,.,,,,(, /,, t

Exercise
clou
everyday

&3eauHfJ "CU"

FIGURE SALON
624-0610

I •) OlAMT Mwa B«M -—- »

TAKE THE
LOAD OFF!
instant Cash
University Book & Supply
Your store — off campus
528 Eastern ByPass
624-0220

JThe Coqtadt Lens Center
M'VKKIII

— MM

i— mil

amiiaMsai

f COME TO
OUR HOUSE
DEC. 28th
ra
Hours
10am-4pm
Buffet Luncheon
Served. RSVP's
requested by
calling collect:
(216) 444-1686
SMALL DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF
MINI SUB
WITH COUPON
\ :

■

MEDIUM DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF
MONSTER SUB
WITH COUPON
oooo THROUOMTJEC" SO! $7

LARGE DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF
OUTRAGEOUS SUB
WITH COUPON

We're sprucing up for our holiday open house! If you're an RM
or senior nursing student, plan
to join us Monday. December
28th and see just what University Hospitals can offer you
and your career. You'll tour the
clinical area of your choice,
discover our professional resources and meet the people
who help make nursing at
University Hospitals terrific.

Areas
Medical-Surgical
Psychiatric
Pediatrics
MaternityGynecology

i University Hospitals
oY Cleveland
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Campus Living

Church gives plan for people to stop smoking
Writer and tobacco
worker use buddy
system to kick habit
By Beth Wil»oo
Staff Writer
I quit' No, I didn't quit smoking.
I quit listening to the lecture series
on health and religion given recently
at the university and disguised as
the Five Day Plan for giving up the
habit
For the person who is serious
about wanting to give up the habit
of smoking, the Five Day Plan may
be helpful. But, for those of us who
have not made that decision, the
program is a waste of time.
The Five Day Plan is coordinated
for the university each year by Dr.
Fred Gibbs, director of student
health services and Dick Mosley,
pastor for the Richmond, Winchester snd Cynthiana Seventh Day Ad
ventist Churches. It is designed for
the person who has already made
the derision to quit smoking.
The program lasted five consecutive evenings. Each night began with
a film and was followed by lectures
from Mosley and Dr. Gibbs.
I walked in the Kennamer Room
of the Powell Building that Monday
night very curious ss to what would
happen. About 32 people of all ages
were there to participate in the program, sponsored by the Seventh
Day Adventiat Church as s community service.
Dr. Gibbs handed me a pamphlet
with the usual pictures of cancerous
and emphysematous lungs. I felt
queasy looking st the pictures, but
then it doesn't take much to turn
my stomach.
The lighta went out and the
movie began with Johnny Cash telling us we really should quit smoking. "Do it for yourself and for the
God who is trying to save you, " be
said. Well, not being a particular fan
of Johnny Cash or of religion, I was
beginning to regret my decision to
pass up Waylon's concert and attend
the program.
After the film, I was further unimpressed by Moaley's lecture on
making the choice not to smoke snd
Dr. Gibbs' anatomy lesson on the
nervous system. I had heard it all

before in my health classes. I didn't
quit then.and I knew I wouldn't
quit now.
At the end of the evening, we
were paired up with a buddy and
given a list of steps to follow when
we had the urge to light a cigarette.
First, we were to say "I choose not
to smoke", then stsrt breathing
deeply, get a drink of water to keep
us busy for swhile snd finally, if we
were still tempted, take a shower
(you can't smoke in the shower) or
call our buddy for moral support.
My buddy did his best to encourage me to quit (I wish I could have
done the ssme for him). He raises
tobacco on a farm somewhere between Richmond and Berea. And, at
36, he ssid he has been a heavy
smoker for a long time. Last March,
doctors took a biopsy from his
throat. He was lucky that time; the
test results were negative.
By Friday night, my buddy had
cut down from three packs a day to
only 10 cigarettes a day. The program had helped him but he had a
reason for really wanting to quit.
My attitude about the program
was all wrong and I knew it. I had
expected them to do something to
make me want to quit. But, that's
•not how it works. My problem was
that I really didn't want to quit. So,
for me, the pamphlets, the movie
and the lectures were ineffective.
The propaganda must have
worked for some though. Among the
32 people who attended the first
evening, there wss s total of 4% rigtare ttes smoked thst day. By the
second night, that total was down to
113.
The format for the remainder of
the week was the same as that first
night. We were handed pamphlet
each night as we entered the room.
One was sll about the wrinkles in
the skin which are caused by smoking. Another was about vegetarianism. (They really were trying to
change my lifestyle.)
The booklet we received on the
last night of the program was titled
- Steps to Christ. It mentioned

nothing about smoking. If I had
wanted to hear about God, I would
have gone to church
The movies for the rest of the
week dealt with the effects of smoking on pregnant women (luckily that,
doesn't spply to me) and the effects
of stress snd smoking on the heart
and lungs.
Dr. Gibbs continued his lectures
throughout the week about the body
and staying heslthy. He told us to

eat Iota of fruit and drink plenty of
liquids to wash that nasty nicotine
out of our system. The fluids, however, did not include csffeine or alcohol. Were they serious? I wss
there to quit smoking, not improve
my character.
Moaley's lectures focused on willpower. He told us to make choices,
not promises. He emphasized thst
we should constantly reaffirm our
decision - "I choose not to smoke."

Well, I still hadn't made that decision snd nothing he or Dr. Gibbs
said had made me change my mind.
In all fairness to the program, by
Friday night there were 20 people
wh had received I.Q. (I quit) buttons for giving up smoking completely. Several others said they had
cut down to one or two cigarettes s
day. For them the Five Day Plan
was helpful. But for me snd several
others who are not seriously com-

mitted to giving up the hsbit, the
program just doesn't work.
Dr. Gibbs said he was "fairly,
pleased" with the results this year.
In past years', he has scheduled follow-up meetings one week after the
progrsm ended snd he is plsnning
one for this year. Other than those
meetings. Dr. Gibbs said that in the
past there has no other contact with
the participants.

Graduate hikes 2,100 mile Appalachian Trail alone
By Tin Baton
Features editor
It was something Bruce Michael
Garnatein had wanted to do since he
was a Boy Scout at 14, and first
walked a 50-mile section of the 2,100
mile long Appalachian Trail
A week after graduating from law
;enforcement on May 16, 1980 at the
university, his long awaited dream
came true at the age of 22, eight
years after he and his fellow Boy
-Scouts made their trek.
The trail runs through 14 states
beginning with Georgia, then Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia,
. West Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont,

New Hampshire and finally ends in
Maine.
Springer Mountain, Ga. was the
starting point for his four and a half
month venture, but he didn't start
out alone.
"I started out with a friend of
mine but he quit in Gatlinburg, I
guess he just couldn't take it It was
raining a lot and we would get
soaked every day for two weeks,"
explained Gernstein.
Leaving his friend behind, Gernstein continued on with his adventure with an 80-pound pack on his
back and a lot of determination.
The 80 pounds on his back consisted of a sleeping bag, eitra
clothes, small stove and a back pack

Couple falls in love
over layout tables
at Cynthiana press
By Ursula Edwards
Staff Writer
It all started in Glen Kleine's
Feature writing class. Sharon immediately fell in love and weU.Jt took
Ken some time.
Unlike the typical college couple.
Ken Gullette and Sharon Davis
didn't spend most of their time at
happy hour, the campus movies or
open house, instead they spent most
of their time attending journalism
classes. Wednesday nights they wen
spent in Cynthiana laying out the
Progress to meet Thursday's deadling and Ken had three part-time
jobs.
So, after 11 months of dating, attending classes and laying out the
Pragma, Ken, the managing editor
of the Progress snd Sharon, the fine
aria feature editor decided to "tie
the knot". That wss in 1976.
Today, the two E.K.U. 1976
graduates that actually "met at the
layout table at the Progress," are
happily married in Nicholaaville,
have two daughters - Harmony, four
years old and Belinda, seven weeks and are both employed in the mass
communications field. Mrs. Gullette,
a journalism major from Cincinnati,
is the news editor (or the Jessamine
Times, a nswapaper in Nicholaaville
and Mr. Gullette, a broadcasting
and journalism major from Lexington, it a reporter, producer and an-

chorman for WLEX-18.
"When you get out of school you
take what you can get," stated Gullette. "Getting right out of school
and supporting s family is hard,'' he
said.
Gullette worked six months at
WWKY radio station in Winchester
aa a news director for Lexington station WLAP.
"If you're going for a journalism
dsgree and you're in a school like
Eastern, the beat thing to do is get
experience. A's are alright but C's
are alright too if you have experience, Gullette explained.
Gullette stated that although be
has a B.A. in broadcasting, he had
never bean on air live until his radio
position in Winchester.
"If I had a chance to do it over,
Gullette said, "I'd work on the Kentucky Kernel." Gullette stated that
the reason for this is the Kentucky
Kwrtui is s daily paper whereas the
Progress is s weekly snd most jobs
are looking for people with experience in writing for dailies.
Like bar husband, Mrs. Gullette
also had previous job experiences before working for the Jessamine
Tunes. She worked in the newsroom
of the Herald-Leader ai» did a tot
of free-lance for the leisure section,
did temporary paste-up work at the
Blood Horse Magaxine in Lexington
and was a contributing writer for

containing dehydrated food such ss
Mug O Lunch snd other dehydrated
suppers where you just sdd hot
wster.
"I lost 25 pounds eating that garbage," said Gernstein.
When he rsn out of supplies or
wss about to run out of supplies, he
would look for roads thst the trail
would croas every once in a while
and that road would lead him to a
town.
"The longest I walked between
supplies wss ISO miles from the time
I started from Georgia to North
Carolina," he said.
It was on his return trip after
getting his raincoat that he ran into
a wild boar.

"I ran as fast as I could then got
sway and caught my breath cause I
wss tired from running the six miles
bsck to get my jscket and tired
from running even harder when I
saw the boar. I bent over to catch
my breath and I heard a rustling, I
looked up and ssw s bear looking at
me, the bear on all fours wondering
what I was doing, looking st me
like, what an idiot,'" commented
Gernstein.
After s few minutes, he said the
bear turned around and walked off
then he felt a little shaken up after
being 20 feet away from a bear.
"I'm not really afraid of any critter in the woods, it's just the twolegged kind I'm afraid of," he ssid.

He said that he heard of a couple
from Maine who were hiking and
came to one of the lean-to shelters
scattered all along the trail and prepared to rest when "one of the locals" went out there and came upon
the girl while the guy wss out doing
something. He tried to rape the girl
and when the husband came bsck
the local killed him too.
"The authorities csught him in
South Carolina after the couple wss
missing for nine days before the two
were found buried in bsck of the
shelter," he said.
Authorities, said Gernstein, could
trace the couple by following the
trail of lean-tos that the couple had
been to and had signed their names

on the register.
He said that he traveled the trail
with just s knife but, "If I WSR to
do it over sgain, I would take a
gun."
"I ran out of money in Maine at
the end and had to hitch back to
Louisville (his hometown). I had all
of my money sent to me in the form
of traveler's checks. I picked the
money snd msil up at post offices
along the way. I was in Parrisburg,
Vs. snd my money didn't come in
for six days, I had to live on $27 because my bank messed up. I stayed
st s church up there, they were
used to hikers staying there when in
trouble."

Test tips
prepare
students
■ ;-
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EKU graduate Ken Gullette does some editing for a WLEX-TV Channel 18 newscast Gullette is s reporter, producer
and anchorman for the station. His wife is also in the communications field. She works ss the news editor of the
Times out of Nicholaaville, where the couple now resides.
the Lexington-Times when that
Mrs. Gullette likes working for
small newspapers rather than much
larger ones because "you get to do
everything." "I like the creative aspect of the paper. Its more personal," Mrs. Gullette said.
Mrs. Gullette went to the University of Cincinnati, where she received her associate degree in Liberal Arts. However, she didn't like it

because of the huge enrollment so,
she transferred to Eastern in 1973.
Mainly because of the journalism
Along with working on the
Progress, Mrs. Gullette is a member
of Kappa Delta Tau service sorority
and a member of the organisation,
Women in Communications.
According to Glen Kleine, Gul
lette's past adviser, Ken has written
a lot of humorous columns which

started back in Lafayette High
School.
"Ken has really done sbout as
much as far as variety than any student we've ever produced," stated
Kleins.
And for you students who spend
hours after hours cramming for a
test, take Gullette's advice.
"Don't study, take hard drugs
and go downtown every Thursday
night," he said laughing

First students lesrn to study.
Then they study to leam.
"Academic and Emotional Antidotes to Test Panic", a pre-finals
program by Special Services, was
presented st 7:30 p.m. Nov. 25 to
held students leam to study.
Jackie Maki, a Special Services
counselor, had some pre-finals hints:
»* Orgsnixe snd outline notes,
snd go over lecture notes after each
class. According to Mski, studies
show that students who do not review their notes sfter class retsin
sbout 30 percent of the information,
whereas students who do review
their notes retain close to 90 percent
of the information.
s* Make out a schedule of finals,
and make sure of the times and
Elaces. If s student has four finals
i one day, he may ask s teacher to
reschedule one. In some instances, a
teacher will reschedule if a student
as just three in one day.
K* Have written schedules to
help plan study times. Teachers expect students to study two hours for
every hour they are in rises Special
Services has many handout* to help
students fill out their study schedules, as well aa papers on how to
take i
Special Servicea ia located in
Rooms 1 - 5 of the University
Building. Hours are 8 a.m. • 4:30
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Baby born in 'convenient' place

Mike Ricke

Tony Bigesby

Michelle Rogers

Eddie McGinnis

People Poll
Hy Ursula KdwardH
Staff writer
Photon by Steve Page

How do you feel about UK, U
of L and other "major" schools
receiving a larger proportion of
the money than supposedly regional schools like Eastern? Do
you think the tuition increase is
fair?
Dot Dunn; Burgin; junior; special
education
"I think Baatern has just as
much to offer as the bigger schools.
No, I don't think it's unfair."
Karen Burnell, Berea; freshman;
undecided
"I really don't think it's fair that
just because they're a larger college,
they should get more money."
Tony Allesaandro; Hollywood,
Hn.. junior; occupational therapy
"I think it's unfair because I'K
and I1 of I. have said that their program in effect is better than Eastern's program liecause of the allocation of money. It is unfair to
Eastern."
Rick l.lliiui; Louisville; senior;
German
"I' think it's very political and
also unfair. I think that thev should

try to disregard political pressures
for funding and should take into
consideration what the regional
schools have to offer."
Eddie McGinnis; Harrodsburg;
sophomore; journalism
"I think it's unfair because I feel
that Eastern is under-budgeted already The tuition increase is also
unfair. State college tuition should
he lower."
Michelle Rogers; Campbellaville;
freshman; undecided
"It's a bunch of hull! It's unfair.
I don't think the tuition increase is
fair."
Mike Ricke; New Albany, Ind.;
senior; insurance
"Well, they should receive a
larger dollar amount, but percentagewise, they should be fair to all
universities concerned. No, in this
case, we're getting the short end of
the stick."
Tony Bigesby; Washington, D.C.;
junior; medical technology
"I don't think it's fair, because
Eastern is a school just like any
other schools. No, I don't think it's
fair because the money they are receiving now, I don't see what they're
doing with it."

-baby Penny Jo and Jones is very
proud. Her middle name, as well as
the other nurse's name, is Jo.
Jones commented with a smile,
"Just a usual Sunday afternoon."

Hospital after graduation. Her interest is in surgery and intensive
care nursing. She added that she
has no interest in obstetrics.
The Watkins have named the

Placement pipeline
Kmployment Interview Procedures
All interviews sre held in (CD&P), room
319 Jones and must be scheduled in person
on • first-come, first served basil sfter recruiting details are announced in the KYI
or Eastern Progress (Placement Pipeline).
Completion of a Placement Data Sheet is
required for scheduling an interview. CDM?
office hours sre Monday - Friday 8 a.m. •

CD&P, 319 Jones Hldg.
2. Public Management Interns — New
York State seeking Master's Degree candidates t graduates in Business, Corrections,
Heslth Services, Government, Public Administration A related areas for 12-month,
paid internship leading to full-time employment. Information & applications available
in Jones 319.

4:30 p.m. including noon hour.
Internships
1. U.8. Parks — Park, forest and resource management assistants st nstional
park locations throughout U.S. Application
deadline: January I. 1982.
Additional information available at
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from Mo'l"
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Edwin Wen
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ATTENTION: EKU STUDENTS

1. BE A FULL TIME STUDENT AT EKU IN GOOD STANDING.

I
I

»»«nol(ne««»W,

2. BE OVER 1S YEARS OF AGE.
3. SUBMIT A RECENT (SHORTS OR SWIMWEAR) PHOTO(S)
OF YOURSELF WITH BELOW APPLICATION (PHOTOS NOT
RETURNABLE)

•

20V Short Street
Berea. Kv. 4040)
606-98^4961

MMATES™ AMMLKTS ONN~Tt»Tl^tAuTY~PMoToOB5l^S™,
PBISONAUTY, POPULARITY, AMD AMBITIONS CLASSMATIi All
CHOSEN • Y THi PURHR COfTFM.

7LL"C~

AGE

NAME

CHBMM

509 E. Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky
Roger Borger - Monooger
Mike Horrii - Machinist

MUFFLERS
TIRES
SHOCKS
BRAKES
Hrs. 8om-5pm|

SEX.

ADDRESS

* ADDRESS
•

PRO MUFFLER
AND
TIRE CENTER

•

* STUDIO 27 CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH® it
*
* eaMaaaaaa**, APPLICATION FORM «■■■— k
•
TO APPLY — YOU MUST

BRUNNER STUDIO

624-2100

She has had some experience at
a nursing home in Kenmore as well
as some clinical work at the VA
Hospital in Lexington.
She plans to work at the VA

Coin Operated Laundry

I xri Fumilurr
\nliqur»

•
•
•
•

Liz Baker, a first semester nursing student, checks the blood pressure of another student in the nursing lab in the
Rowelett Building. Baker delivered a baby in a Convenient Food Mart parking lot before Thanksgiving break.
(Photo by Steve Walters)

Helpy Self

Truly siunils
ii/i to its name.

for 19.91

Takin' a check

Broadway

BARGIN
CENTER

THIS COUPON
IJOOO FOR OUR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

By Markita Sbelburne
Editor
Liz Jones got some practical experience two Sundays ago that was
totally unexpected.
Jones is a first semester nursing
student st the university who delivered a baby in a Convenient Food
Mart near the Kentucky Horse
Park in Lexington where the
Joneses make their home.
According to Jones, she and her
husband, Louis, who is an electrician at the university, stopped by
the Convenient when they noticed a
disturbance at one of the cars.
Tina Watkins, of Lexington, who
was pregnant, and her husband had
stopped at the store on their way
to go fishing and she had suddenly
gone into labor.
Although Jones is only in her
first semester of nursing and thus
had no experience she said, "You
really don't have time to think...It's
just a natural reflex."
Jones said that her husband
"was just chatting with the guys at
Convenient."
"If I hadn't been there who
would have done it? I feel like I've
saved a life," remarked Jones,
With the help of a psychitric
nurse Jones delivered Watkins'
third child in her car.
Jones commented that the
process was only a matter of five or
10 minutes.
The baby was bom at 12:05. The
paramedics arrived at 12:15.
"It's not s matter of thinking of
what to do, you don't have time to
think." she explained.
Jones said that, "My idea was
just to help the baby out, clean it
up and give it its first breath."
She said that the five pound,
nine-ounce girl, which was a bit
premature, was perfectly healthy.
Jones visited both mother and
daughter in a Lexington hospital
after the incident.
Jones has been at the university
since 1977. Originally her major
was journalism. After deciding that
she did not like the mass communications field she sat out of school
for a few semesters. Now she is
back as a nursing student. She has
three more semesters to study and
she plans to graduate next May.
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Dixieland Band
jazzes up games
By Shanda Pulliam
Staff writer
Helmets and shoulders pads meet
with loud whacks, followed by the
referees' shrill whistles. The KA cannon booms on the hill as the school
song is muffled by the roar of the
Hanger Field crowd. The cheerleaders yell through their megaphones to
the response of the fans above.
Such are the sweet sounds of
Eastern football. But amid the usual
clamour rings a familiar, yet unlikely tune. Somewhere, an assortment of horns is harmonizing
"Dixie." "Dixie?"
Suddenly the responsible party is
spotted in the upper deck of Hanger
Field. Two trumpets, two tubas, two
saxophones, a trombone and a snare
drum pipe out Dixieland jazz to the
enjoyment of the fans.
Each of the eight members wears
a red band around the sleeve of his
white shirt, and a white hat with
two red stripes.
They are members of the university marching band, who, according
to senior trumpet player Marc
Whitt, "felt like when the band sits
over there across the field, people
can't always relate to what we're
doing so we decided to bring a little
section of the band over to the
stands."
With that whim, Whitt and fellow band members, seniors Scott
Brehm and Danny Walters, juniors
Miles Davis, Billy Haydon, Jose
Hernandez and Andrew McGrannanhan and freshman Lee York, formed
the Dixieland Jazz Band (sophomore
Henry Parker plays piano for the
group in more formal settings), and

they quickly became a popular
Hangar Field item.
"It was the second home game
and I wanted to bring a cheering
section down up against the stands,
so I asked Andy and a few others to
come along," explained Whitt.
"We started jamming away out
there in the front and later on,
Andy (McGrannahan) took over the
rehearsals. We're sort of an official,
unofficial group of the marching
band. We're not down as a regular
ensemble, so to speak. We're just an
outlet."
McGrannahan, who emerged as
the band's "leader," went out and
bought some music and coordinated
the group's apparel.
At every home football game, the
jazz band played and performed all
over the stadium. At times they
could be seen playing for the fans
on the hillside, then later beside the
cheerleaders, and finally, in the top
deck.
"The people in the top sections
can't hear the band very well," said
McGrannahan. "We go up there and
get them riled up."
Added Whitt: "We just thought
we'd get things started."
The band certainly managed to
"get things started" by either breaking out with the school song,
"Dixie," or "Happy Birthday."
"We had a lot of people who had
birthdays on the days of games,"
said Whitt, "and they would look us
up and we'd play 'Happy Birthday'
for them on the field."
Whitt says it is a lot of fun, but
it does require a full day for the
group. Along with their hammed-up

Italian
offered
this fall

All that Jazz

These band members gave their all to jazz up this year's winning football season. Their last game performance this
fall will be Saturday's playoff game. (Photo by Steve Walters)
jazz band antics, they also must perform with the marching band in the
pregame, halftime and postgame
shows.
"We have to work out pretty
hard," said Whitt. "We're busy the
entire game and we get pretty
tired."
But it has been worth it he said.
Along with having their own float in
the Homecoming parade, the jazz
band made a television appearance
on "Madison Magazine." We've gotten some really nice compliments,"
said Whitt.
The jazz band has been well re-

ceived and Whitt hopes that although three members are graduating, the group will continue to
thrive in subsequent years.
"We've definitely had a good response not only from the students
but from professors, parents and everyone, " Whitt said. "If the student
body and everyone else keeps the
same attitude toward us that they
have in the past, I'm sure the group
will go on."
McGrannahan, who has one year
left, lays any questions to rest.
"We're definitely going to keep it
going," he said. "It's a full-time
thing now."

Although the jazz band's final
Hanger Field appearance this year
will be in Saturday's play-off game,
they will not remain idle until next
season.
They have been asked by Dan
Bertsos, president of Men's Interdorm, to play next semester in the
grill, and McGrannahan says they
may perform occasionally in some
downtown bars and private parties.
"We've gotten a lot of positive
response from everybody," said McGrannahan. "The crowd loves us,
and we've gotten a lot of encouraging letters from the Alumnae. Our
main goal is to please people."

Choir signs music in annual songfest for the deaf
Monday, Dec. 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the
By Stephanie Geromes
Posey Auditorium of the Stratton
Ogranizationa editor
Building. The admission is free and
Christmas is nearing and the university will soon be overflowing with open to anyone interested, whether
the sounds of carolers, choirs and deaf or not.
Nina DeSantis, a speech and thebrass ensembles. But amid all the ,
festive revelry, there are those who atre student as well as this year's
songfest director, said that it will be
hear.
"an evening of non-verbal entertainThese people, the deaf, inspired
Dr. Lee Waters, Department of Spe- ment" using sign language. DeSantis
cial Education and Rehabilitation, said that the program will include a
to organize the December Songfest performance by the choir from the
last year. Now the EKU Songfest Kentucky School for the Deaf in
Danville, the Songfest Choir, a panChoir has been formed to carry on
this new tradition in this year's Sec- tomime by a choir member and a
ond Annual December Songfest, dance presentation.

ATTENTION
BSN class of
The Air Face* hs* a
special progm for 1962
HMa.
If selected, you
can enter active duty soon
after graduation — without
waiting for the results of
your State
Boards.
lb
qualify, you mmt haw an

She said that there will be music
for those hearing members of the
audience, those people with peripheral hearing and for the deaf,
also, who are able to detect vibrations.
DeSantis said that last year people from Richmond, Danville
(mainly from KSD), Berea as well
as the csmpus attended the program. "Alot of people last year,
after seeing the program, went into
special education," she added.
The Songfest choir is not exclusively made up of students in special

education. DeSantis said that there
are students in the theatre, nursing,
regular education and police administration.
The group has been rehearsing
since the middle of October for the
songfest and has been performing for
several churches in the community
after Sunday services.
"I've gotten some really nice
feedback from that," said Desantis.
She said that one church even requested that the group come back to
teach a class so they may start a

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L. DAVIS
DR. HARVEY A. SCHLETER
OPTOMETRISTS
Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Etxtended-wear Contact Lenses
Fashion Frames
228 W Main St.

623-3358

overall 3.0 GPA.
After ccraaiasioning, you'll attend a five■onth internship at a major Air Force facility.
It's an excellent «ay to prepare tor the wide
range of experiences you'll have as an Air
Force nurse officer.
For sore information,

deaf ministry.
Although the group was formed
mainly for the December Songfest,
DeSantis said that they may continue through the year. She even
mentioned the possibility of a summer program some time in the future. This would allow the group to
travel to different parks and communities to perform around the
state.
She said that the whole purpose
for the choir was to bring special
holiday programs to the deaf that
most people take for granted.
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By Beth Wilson
Staff writer
After 14 years of teaching Spanish at the university, Dr. Maria
Scorsone was "surprised but very
happy" that the foreign language
department has begun to offer s
course in Italian.
Scorsone, a native of Palermo,
Italy, said that this is the first year
the department has offered the
course. "Italian is a very important
language. They teach the other
three romance languages; there's no
reason not to teach the fourth. I'm
very pleased with the response," she
said.
Scorsone, who initiated the proposal to offer the course, said there
was a great demand from the students, especially from the music majors. There are about 30 students
enrolled in her class and involved
with the Italian club.
According to senior Trish Salerno, "The students in the class got
together and decided to form a
club."
The Italian club meets every two
weeks to discuss plans for the semester, according to Scorsone.
So far this year the club has had
an Italian dance and learned several
Italian songs. Scorsone brought
recordings of the songs and taught
the students the Italian dances.
The members of the club recently
met at Scorsone's house for an Italian dinner party. They played charades in Italian and read Italian poetry.
The foreign language department
is sponsoring a Christmas party for
which the Italian club is preparing a
skit. The students wrote the skit in
English and are translating it to
Italian. They are also learning Italian Christmas raroles to sing at the
party and around the city.
Scorsone is checking into taking
the club members on a cultural trip
to Perugia, Italy next summer. The
trip is only in the planning stages
now but Scorsone said is optimistic.
The trip will last for five weeks
and the students will attend classes
at a university in Perugia. "It's an
old, beautiful city. Many foreign
students go there to study," she
said.
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Be an Air Force navigator.
Iking highly sophisticated equipment, you'll be
responsible lor directing your aircraft to It* destlnaIon with pinpoint accuracy. You'll have to be alert to
all asperls ol flying and have a comprehensive
understanding ol your aircraft and capabilities.
Our navigators arc the best in the world. They
ttaln in the finest facilities.
«
Just what kind of people are we looking for?
We're seeking capable young men and women who
can rise to meet a challenge. We need people who
are leaders and decision makers. We're looking for
people who can remain calm under pressure and
make accurate split-second Judgements If this describes you. contact your
nearest Air Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and rewarding future
you It have as an Air Force navigator. We have the experience you're looking
for. Contact your Air Force recruiter today.

Cal Ca-tak. Wayne Shehon at (615) 251 7104 (eolret) or
Dae. S through EJC.U.'• Plicint Oflkx*.
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Animal Friends care for homeless Club focuses
on special
handicapped aid
By Las* Patrice Butler
Staff writer
A few yean ago, a beige and
white male dog with a curled tail
•howed up in front of the Cammack Building. He waa discovered by faculty members who
gave him shots and named him,
what else, Cammack.
A year later, some students
bought Cammack his collar and
tags and named him Colonel.
Since then, he has had many
names including Fred, which is
what sophomore public relations
major Lisa Richardson, the president of Animal Friends, calls
him.
According to Richardson,
Colonel Fred Cammack seems to
be doing well since campus students have, more or leas, adopted
him.
However, there were other
dogs and cats who might not
have been so fortunate without
the aid of Animal Friends, a university organization formed last
fall semester for the purpose of
finding homes for strays found on
campus.
"Most (of the animals) wandered on campus for affection,"
said Richardson. "(They) got
more attention over here or they
obviously wouldn't have left
(home)."
Dr. Robert Burkhart, one of
the faculty sponsors of Animal
Friends, said, "(There were) . . .
literally packs of dogs on campus
a year ago."
This year, there has not been
a problem with stray animals to
nearly the level of last year, according to Burkhart.
For this reason, Animal
Friends has been "deliberately inactive," he said, but if problems
were to arise again, Animal
Friends would come into action.
However, Burkhart pointed
out the potential for some people
to take advantage of the organization by dumping their unwanted animals on campus or by
calling him to find homes for the
community's unwanted pets.
Richardson said that in order
to discourage such notions, "we're
not feeding them or giving medi-

TLC

Anne Mallard gives a little tender loving care to this campus canine as do many university students. One organization. Animal Friends, has devoted itself to aiding these potential pets. (Photo by Eric Shindellbower).
ral care (unless it's an emergency). . . . We can't take care of
the ones on campus, much less
the ones in the community."
A supply of food was made
available through the local Humane Society. This food was used
only in emergencies so as to discourage other dogs from wandering onto the campus in search of
food.
According to Richardson,
homes were found for two or
three dogs. She said that last
winter, a girl called her about a
black dog that was wet and
freezing outside her dorm. It was
about five degrees and there was
about a foot of snow on the
ground.
"So here I got bundled up and
(carrying) . . . towels," she said
with a laugh, "and I rescued
him." He was later adopted.
"Actually, I think a stray or
mixed breed dog has a better disposition," Richardson said.
Burkhart said that last October, Dr. Martha Grise found a
beagle in the chapel area that

Campus clips
Judo Club

The EKU Judo Club will have a
Judo Tournament Saturday, Dec. 5,
at 11.30 a.m. in the upstairs gym in
Alumni Coliseum. Clubs from Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana are invited
to compete and the tournament is
free to anyone wishing to attend.

Data Processing
The Data Processing Management Association will hold its final
meeting of the semester today at
3:30 p.m. in Room 217 of the Combs
Building. Anyone interested in the
date processing field is invited to attend.

Organizations
was near starvation and suffering
from other physical ailments.
While Grise was temporarily
gone, Burkhart found the dog
and went into the grill to buy
him three hot dogs. One student
watched as another fed the dog
one more hot dog. When Grise
returned, Burkhart said that her
dog was waiting for her.
"He wagged his tail at the
right time," Burkhart said.
Soon afterwards, Grise
adopted the pure bred beagle
whom she named Bamey.
"He was just bones," Burkhart
said, but now he's very healthy.
Burkhart said that this is an
example that "people can get a
fine animal if people are willing
to take it home and look after
it."
According to Richardson, cats
do not present as much of a

problem as dogs. The cats can be
taken to Stateland Dairy, where
they are provided for and well
fed.
They exist in a mutually beneficial situation, according to
Burkhart. The cats keep down
the mice population in the barn
and the cows often provide milk
for the cats.
According to Burkhart, some
of the cats come from irresponsible students who have them in
their dorm rooms during school
yet leave them behind during vacations.
The animals which are not
adopted are usually caught by
the dog warden and taken to an
inadequate animal shelter in
Madison County, according to
Burkhart. If they are not
adopted within a certain length
of time, they are exterminated.

Dance Theatre

Dec. 5-6 in Begley 426. The course
is open to ICC, CCU. OR and ER
nurses; physicians, and paramedics.
The course will certify registered
nurses, physicians and paramedics in
advanced cardiac life support. The
fee is $100 for physicians and $90
for others which includes the registration fee, refreshments, CEUs,
workshop materials and certification
fee. This program has been approved
by the Kentucky Board of Nursing
for 16 contact hours.

For information about auditions
for the Eastern Dance Theatre's
Spring Concert call 622-3504. This
may be taken as a class (PHE 350,
PHE 550) or as an audit course.

Life Support
The College of Allied Health and
Nursing is sponsoring a course on
"Advanced Cardiac Life Support"
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"We're not looking for any favors,
just an equal opportunity." He also
said that most handicapped persons
are trained in how to deal with
their handicap but not in how to
deal with a public that won't let
them be all that they can be.
He said that there are even a few
professors on campus who think the
handicapped should not be allowed
at the university but should attend
special schools which cater to their
specific handicap.
Such schools (Gaulledet School
for the Deaf, The Kentucky School
for the Blind) are often hard to ge
into due to an abundance of applies
t ions for entrance.
According to Vice President Bes
sie Merrill, many handicapped peo
pie don't think of themselves as
handicapped, but rather feel incon
venienced. Many students don't real
ize that their classmates may be
handicapped.
There are a lot of hearing impaired students who show no outward signs of their handicap. There
is even a student on campus who
has had both legs amputated, yet
many people don't realize it when
they talk to her.
The idea for D.A.R.E. U.S. first
came to the minds of Mary Fooks
(Treasurer) and Elizabeth Clubb
(Secretary), about a year ago. When
the idea was presented to Decatur
and Merrill, the ball got rolling and
now the organization is hoping to
become a part of the campus and a
part of the lives of the university
handicapped.
D/A.R.E, U.S. hopes to enter a
Homecoming Queen candidate next
year as well as have an awareness
day next April. This coming January, Decatur, who is a hearing impaired major from Brandenburg,
Ky., will compete in the Miss Kentucky Deaf Pageant in Louisville.
D.A.R.E. VS. will be announcing
meeting times through the FYI and
with posters throughout campus and
invites any interestec students, faculty or staff who wish to help to attend. The meetings are open to all
members of the university community, whether handicapped or not.

Dial-A-Bible
Moment
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By Rob Cook
Staff writer
Could you imagine going to a college where all the doors were only
four feet high, or the tables were
without legs, or the telephones had
no hearing piece for you to listen
to? How about if you had a professor who couldn't look you in the eye
because you were short, or fat, or
blond?
In the world of the handicapped,
this is far too often the way the
handicapped person feels.
So what to do about it? Take a
"dare," and join a new organization
on campus that wants to better educate the students and staff of the
university on variou* aspects of
handicapped people and how they
live.
The new organization is called
D.A.R.E. VS. (Disability Awareness
and Rehabilitation Education for
University Students), and is now in
search of interested students and
staff to help stamp out many misconceptions about the handicapped,
as well as work to give the handicapped a truly equal opportunity to
get a college education.
Bambi Decatur, president of
D.A.R.E. VS., says that the organization hopes to better the handicappeds' position on campus by educating both students and staff (as
well as the handicapped) as to how
a handicapped person's world is the
same as a non-handicapped person's
in the basic needs of education and
erriployment. She said that once the
organization is established, it hopes
to sponsor workshops and seminars
concerning handicapped persons.
Some of the problems that the
group hopes to tackle range from
how a professor might deal with a
deaf student, to how a blind person
could more easily get around campus, to getting more ramps put in
around the campus for persons in
wheelchairs.
They said they hope to better
educate the more than 400 handicapped students on campus as to
what special services are available to
them, such as amplifiers for the
phone to help the hearing impaired.
According to D.A.R.E. U.S. Publicity Chairman Gary Goodman,
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Messiah celebrates
50th anniversary
By Steve Patrick
Staff writer
"How often do you have a golden
anniversary?" asked David Greenlee,
director of choral activities.
Greenlee is preparing the university's 60th presentation of Handel's
Messiah, scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 13 in Brock Auditorium. Admission is free.
The first production, on Dec. 12,
1932, was held in cooperation with
Berea College. For several years
after that, the entire choir and orchestra were transported from Richmond to Berea for the concerts.
Both schools now give performances
of their own.
George F. Handel's classic, composed in 1742, depicts the birth, life,
death and resurrection of Christ.
The Messiah is probably the most
performed piece of music in the
world.
The work is divided into three
sections. The first deals with the
birth of Christ and a good selection
of our Christmas music. The second
part deals with the life of Christ,
the crucifixion and the resurrection.'
The third touches on the real meaning of Christ — why was He born
only to be crucified; why was there
a resurrection?
The story also is told in three
different ways. First, the choir tells
part of the story in song. Second,
soloists help to narrate and detail
events. Third, the orchestra accompanies both elements.
The chorus this year consists of

Looking Out

Seeking
the unknown

Arts

Linda Douglas

130 members and an orchestra of 31
pieces. The production also will include four soloists: Joan Lorna
Bowe, soprano; Sharon Maybry,
alto; Joseph Hass, tenor, and Dr.
Donald Hendrickson, bass.
Part of the tradition associated
with the Messiah is the stand during the "Hallelujah Chorus". King
George II attended a performance in
London in 1749 and, as the singers
began the "Hallelujah Chorus", the King was so inspired that he rose to
his feet and stood until the section
ended.
This action of the King is still
imitated in many performances of
the Messiah.
"Singing the Messiah is like
thanking the Lord for giving me the
ability to sing," said Marc Simms, a
senior speech communications and
human relations major.
Kim Simmerman, a senior music
major, said of the Messiah: "I love
it. I have been in it four times, and
every time I find something different than the time before."
Greenlee added: "The Messiah is
like the Madrigal dinners; some people just don't feel like it's Christmas
until they have seen them."
For further information, contact
Greenlee at 622-4843 or 623-4973.

. • ^ ...

Raiding artiste
The Giles Gallery in the Campbell Building will be invaded by the work of
six graduating artists, Robin Caudell, Charlene Clifford, J. David Crowe,
Angie Klocke, Randy McMillian and Susan Zimmerman. The BFA exhibit
opens today and will be featured until Dec. 12. A reception will be held at
7:30 tonight.

Two weeks before finals and the
pressures are building.
You know you HAVE to have
one last flight before you tie up the
semester, neither downtown or thst
bag of Fritos is going to give you
the satisfaction that you are looking
for in these last precious days.
However, you discover that someone in the group has got a full tank
of gas and you have to get back to
nature on more time, so with a
heartful soul and an active spirit
you and your group discover the 200
miles of Flint Mammouth Cave System.
Beneath the three large ridges,
Flint, Mammoth, and Joppa, lies a
vase labyrinth of cave passages and
shafts.
The great subterranean galleries
and passages of this cave system
were dissolved from the limestone
rock by the underground rivers fed
by the water captured in thousands
of sinkholes south of the park. This
water flowed north, under the Mammoth Cave Plateau, to Green River
to develop into one of the seven
wonders of the world.
Guided tours are provided
through the large elliptical and canyon-shaped passages of the old river
systems. One can visit these areas
where the sandstone caprock has

Showcase features Black Gospel Ensemble concert
By Shannon Cunningham
Staff writer
Many people may ask, "What is
the Talent Showcase?" "Who is in
the Talent Showcase?" "When is
it?" "Where is it?" This is the problem, there are too many students
who don't know the answers to
these simple questions.
The Talent Showcase features
student talent every Wednesday
night in the grill from 8 to 11 p.m.
Everyone is invited to come and
watch their colleagues perform at
guitar playing, singing, magic acts,
jazz quartets or sometimes even
comedy.
A favorite talent, according to
Cheri Haney, who has scheduled the

various acts, is popular music. Harney adds that, "Bands are discouraged because they are just too loud
for the grill."
The Showcase usually presents
students; however, sometimes it is
opened up to outsiders.
On December 9, the Showcase
will feature the Black Gospel Ensemble, which recently participated
in the National Conference for Gospel Ensembles in Atlanta, Ga., during Thanksgiving. The ensemble also
was featured on the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) evening
news.
Dan Bertsos, director of men's
programs, says, "Both talent and
the audience are lacking so far this

Tropi Tan

NURSES:
Enjoy your job &
spare time too . .
in Florida. . . .
California
or one of many
exciting areas.
Immediate openings
for BSN'$ under 33.
Call 502-582-5174
(collect)
for
NAVY NURSE CORPS
information

year as compared to last year."
Bertsos said that last year's average
crowd was regularly 150, with a high
of 200. This year, the largest crowd
has been around 150 with the smallest crowd being only 50.
"A lot of our talent from last
year has graduated," says Bertsos.
As far as the lack of audience is
concerned, Bertsos replied that, "We
haven't gotten listings out early
enough. Last year we used to send
out flyers on Monday to the dorms
and hang them in the academic
buildings. This year we don't have
enough volunteer help, which has
handicapped us a lot."
Bertsos has tried to correct the
problem by scheduling the acts far

Tan in minutes in comfort

ough in advance in order to have
flyers out before each performance.
For the next couple weeks, the
schedule is full. Work is already
being done to capture interesting
talent for next semester.
Bertsos added that if approved,
he will receive money from Centerboard to pay the talent. Since it has
not been established yet, the
amount of money and the conditions
for receiving it have not been determined.
Students interested in performing
in the Talent Showcase should contact Dan Bertsos or Cheri Haney at
the Student Activities Office. A convenient audition time will be arranged and, if the talent has never

performed before or is "unknown." a
short set scheduled. A short set the
first time allows the talent to get
used to being on stage and tq see
how an audience responds to them.
If the talent has enthusiasm and
is well received, they will be rescheduled for a longer set at another
time. In the two years the Showcase
has existed, no talent has ever been
turned down. "The talent ususally
turns themselves down," says Bertsos. If the talent isn't confident, the
time isn't convenient, or if they feel
they didn't do a good job, the talent
does not want to be rescheduled.
Also, some talent is scared off by
the amount of people that accumulate during a performance."

made the formation of crusts and
flowers for gypsum crystals, which
are typical of Mammoth cave and
other areas where the 6eeping water
has formed stalagtites, stalagmites,
helicites and flowstone formations,
which is rare in these caves.
Another tourist sttraction is the
Bottomless Pit, a near circular vertical shaft that was carved by water
when a break occured in the sandstone caprock above it.
For those who do not like the
creepy, crawly creatures that climbs
over one in the eerie darkness,
Mammoth cave has other attractions. The deep karst valleys that
separate the ridges of the plateau
are some of the largest solutional
basins in the world.
A dense second-growth forest, a
few hundred acres of virgin timber
and steep sandstone bluffs add a
mysterious atmosphere to the area.
For animal lovers, the park has a
special treat. Over 40 species of animals inhabit the area including substantial numbers of bats and deers.
Birdwatching has become a past
time for many visitors; over the
years, more than 203 species have
been spotted.
For others who would not mind
the chill coming off the water this
time of the year. Green River, a
part of the national park, has long
been popular for boating, camping,
and fishing. It contains 107 species
of fishes, including blind cave fish,
and one of the most diverse fresh
water mussel fauna known in the
world.
So take that break from the pressure before it has a chance to get to
you. Both you and your friends will
be glad you did!

• • •

The Madrigal Feaste will be held
tonight and tomorrow in the Keen
Johnson Building. Tickefs are $9.50.
For more information, telephone
622-4843.
If you played a bi nd instrument
in high school and you would like to
participate in the concert band, contact the band office at 622-3161 or
stop by Foster 111 for more information.
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Richmond's Only
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Blair Quartet awes
Gifford audience

Madrigal Feast adds
Christmas flavor
By Steve Partrick
Staff writer
Like Handel's "Messiah", people
just like to keep coining back to the
university's Madrigal Dinner, now
entering its seventh year. The original English dinner a reenactment of
the Christmas dinners of the 15th
and 16th centuries.
According to tradition, around
Christmas each year all of the different lords in the land would have
parties and invite guests. It was a
time of fellowship, and the lord of
that particular castle would provide
a feativall atmosphere in their
honor. They would have a huge
feast and afterwards they would
sing Christmas carols.
This university, along with other
schools and churches throughout the
country carry on the tradition of
the Madrigal dinners.
According to Dan Greenwell, assistant professor of music, a chorus
of 12 Madrigal singers, help to give
the dinner in an old English Christmas flavor. The singers are accompanied by harpsicord and sometimes
the singing is acapella.
A group of eight dancers are
added to the event to give more variety to the evening. The dancers
perform traditional English dances
and are accompanied by the harpsichord. They are choreographed by

Jim Christian of the Theater Department.
During the meal, only light
Christmas music is sung. After the
meal, a full concert is given depicting events leading up to the birth of
Christ and the true meaning of
Christmas.
Whatever the dinner menu happens to be, some of the more traditional drinks and dishes are preserved. The wassail (a meal or a
punch) bowl, plum pudding, a beef
dish, fowl, yorkshire pudding, a hard
flour and yeast roll and flaming
pudding are served. Each of these
traditional Madrigal dishes are introduced through song and with a
trumpet fanfare.
I jirrv Martin, Director of University Food Services, says of the feast:
"I think it's the time of year, the
Christmas season, that make people
come. The singing is beautiful, along
with the food and the dancers. People go away feeling satisfied and
they tell others about it and of
rourse makes other people want to
come.
"We have three performances,
and I stay each night after the serving is done just to hear those students sing, because they have such
beautiful voices and do such a tremendous job. The decorations that
they have and the costumes .... it's
just a terrific show."

By Linda Douglas
Arts editor
They were at home as they entered the bare, well-lit stage. Their
•raven black outfits noted their seriousness which would be projected in
their music from highly polished instruments which kept a full house
awed in Gifford on Monday night at
8:30. The Blair String Quartet from
the Blair School of Music at Van
derbilt University of Nashville,
Tenn., kept its listeners spellbound
in its hour and half performance.
The stirring strings of the
quarter featuring Christian Teal, violin, Lee Joiner, violin, Kathryn
Plummer, viola and David Vanderkoor, cello, made the works of Franz
Josef Hayden and Claude Debussy,
cross eras for the performers and listeners.
The allegro moderato of Hayden
in the Quartet in D major. Op. 64,
No. 5, flows from a light, airy
motion to a sudden drop in notes
like a bird which drops in flight.
The classical number provided relaxing tempo and moved easily into the
following selection, "Adagio Cantabile."
The second movement featured
the first violin in an arie-like threeThis coed appears to be having the same problem many other students are
part song. This number depicted a
having at this time of year — research papers. Perhaps she spent an enjoymoaning, sound like the wind which
able Thanksgiving by completing her work early. (Photo by Terry Underhas lost all the wildlife to keep it
wood.)
company.
The fast moving, energetic "Minuette" moved into a jaunty "Finale,"
as the first violin plucked the
strings, the second and third violin
blended the notes until the selections were brought to an emotional
techniques they use to fool yofl. "It
ment, Clarence Haskett, a junior
close.
really takes quick reflexes to score
from Baltimore, Maryland, replied,
The following selections of
high in these type of games, if not,
"It'a an easy way to pass up the
time between classes and also an
you'll lose every time," Redden said. Claude Debussy in Quartet in G
minor, Op. 10, developed into* a
"You seem to get all your moneys
easy way to enjoy yourself alone
change of mood. In keeping with the
worth playing the computerized
and not get bored."
composers original style, the Quartet
games. Pinball gives you 3 balls for
Tyrone Redden, a junior from
attempted to mimic the sounds of
one quarter, and before you know it
Frankfort, said that the fun he gets
church modes and harmonies of the
the game's over."
out of the games is the mind teasing
early church composers, the music
Tchaikowsky, Borodin and Moussorgsky, the music of Wagner and
the free rhythms, oriental scales and
tone colors of the Japanese and
There will be no check cashing on campus beginning Dec. 4
Chinese Orchestra.
After intermission, Earl Thomas,

It's that time

Mania strikes Powell entertainment area
In a recent survey given by this
reporter of the Progress on the game
mania craze among students, it was
found that electronic computerized
games compared to pinball machines
are more popular and may do away
with the old "pinball wizard" of yesterday.
The Powell Building, like a
neighborhood arcade is no different.
If one were to walk upon the lower
level of the Powell Building the first
sound that would ckme to one's ears
would be the sound of electronic
games.
There are a variety of electronic

games. For example, there is "Pac
Man," which tests ones skill on how
fast the electronic man can eat up
other men on the track. Then,
there's "Space Invaders," to see how
good one is at knocking out invading creatures of another planet.
There are other game of this type
designed with different ways of tasting one's skills.
In a overall survey given in the
Powell game room, 30 of 50 students
asked preferred electronic games
over pinball machines. When asked
why one would spend so much time
and money in this type environ-
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associate professor of music, in the
university's department joined the
four with his clarinet to produce the
Quintet in B minor. Op. 115, by Johannes Brahms. In keeping with the
style of Haydn and Debussy, this
quintet produced a gliding feeling
which resulted from this 1800's selection.
The clarinet blended well with
the strings, with Thomas soloing in
several areas The rising and falling
tempos of "Andantino" opened with
the cello being backed with the clarinet; the violins then joined to create a sailing feeling.
The aching swelling number of
the "Con Motto" brought the performance to a climatic end and
classical music was once again saluted by the university.
The Blair String Quartet was a
Centerboard sponsored activity.

Free tax guide
to help farmers
available
Today's modem farmer has many
unique tax situations, and a free
publication from the Internal Revenue Service can help answer the
questions that arise from these situations.
IRS Publication 225, "Farmer's
Tax Guide," covers a wide range of
subjects, such as soil sales, crop destruction, chicken purchases, casualty losses and share fanning. Examples of how to prepare the Form
1040 and related schedules, and listings of important tax dates which
affect farmers throughout the year,
are also included.
"Farmer's Tax Guide" is written
in clear, understandable style and
can be a source of valuable information for today's farmer, according to
the IRS. This handy reference can
be ordered by calling the IRS at
584-1361 in Louisville, 255-2333 in
Lexington, 628-0055 in Covington, or
toll-free at 1-800-428-9100 elsewhere
in Kentucky.

We are pleased to announce to our patients
that thePERMALENS* (perfilconA) Contact
Lens for extended wear is now available.
The PERMALENS Contact Lens has 71%
water content which makes it possible for
you to wear the lens continuously up to two
weeks. .
If you are interested in. this new development, please contact our office.

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
0,49826

205% Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky. — 623-6643
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Sports
Eastern tops MSU
Eagles 21-17 in
hard-fought contest
By Scott Wilson
Staff writer
The No. 1 ranked Colonels defeated Morehead State 21-17 to end
their regular season with an unblemished record in the Ohio Valley Conference and finish 10-1 overall.
But the game wasn't quite as
easy as the score might lesd. The
Colonels, as they have before, came
from behind to snatch the upset
hopes of the Eagles away for the
victory.
Morehead drew first blood as
they traveled 77 yards to the Colonel 13. The Maroon defense then
held tough to force a field goal.
Morehead leads 3-0.
The Colonels' first score came
when All American George Floyd returned an MSU punt 63 yards for a
touchdown. Jamie Lovett converted
the extra point to make the score 73 Colonels, with 3:47 left in the first
period.
The Eagles came back to score
first again in the second quarter.
The Eagles defense intercepted a
Chris Isaac pass at the Eastern
eight and returned it to the four
yard line. The Eagles scored two
plays later to push in front of the
Colonels 10-7.
The Colonels answered that
touchdown with one of their own on
the very next possession.
The Colonels took possession at
the Morehead 37 after a 58-yard
kickoff return from Jerry Parrish.
Terence Thompson and Nicky Yeast
took over from there. They alternated possessions as they moved the
bsll to the MSU six. Yeast took it
the final six yards for the score.
Lovett's conversion was good and
the Colonels took this 14-10 lead in
to the locker room.

Xoueoo
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"We had poor tackling," said
Colonel mentor Roy Kidd. "Our
technique wasn't that good, but
overall we played well."
The Eagles moved back in front
again in the third quarter. They
were able to move ahead 17-14 with
7:17 left in the quarter.
The score remsined 17-14
throughout the third qusrter and
into the fourth.
But early in the fourth quarter,
Morehead chopped down Isaac with
a crushing tackle.
That seemed to spark the Colonels as they marched 42 yards, entirely on the ground, for the winning
touchdown.
This winning touchdown was set
up by a fumble recovery from
Randy Taylor.
Thompson got the drive started
with three yards gained up the middle. Isaac then rambled for seven
yards around the right end. He was,
however, injured and replaced by
Tuck Woolum.
Yeast, who garnered 96 yards on
25 carries, brought the ball to the
MSU 27 yard line. Six plays later,
Thompson took a pitchout and
bulled his way into the endzone for
the score. Lovett's conversion was
good.
Coach Kidd said he was pleased
with the win. "Randy Taylor and
David Hill did a good job," he said.
"We had good specialty teams also.
It's just one of those games where
you're thankful for a winner."
"We weren't intimidated," said
Morehead State head Coach Steve
Looney.
"We still thought we were in the
game at halftime but Eastern has a
good team."

Colonels
to face
Delaware

7C wide receiver Jerry Parrish fights with a Tennessee Tern defender during the Colonels 63-10 rout early this
season. Parrish and the rest of the Colonels are preparing for their first round playoff game this Saturday at Hanger
Field against Delaware State. (Photo by Public Information Office.)

Gymnasts open season against ISU
By Melissa Shore
Staff writer
During a recent practice, Agnes
Chrietzberg, coach of the women's
gymnastics team, talked about this
year's squad and the upcoming season. "They're all pretty strong and
even,in ability," she ssid. "I think
that we have an experienced team."
She returns eight of the 11 gymnasts from last year's team.
After pausing to answer a question from a gymnast with chalk-covered hands concerning which stunt
she should perform in her balance
beam routine, Chrietzberg went on,
"It's hard to say just yet who will
score well for us. Different gymnasts

$70 t* nvo.
.

have different strengths."
Chrietzberg did say, however,
that Cheryl Behne was exceptionally
talented on the uneven parallel bars.
This was demonstrated in an intersquad meet held on Friday Nov. 20,
in which Behne tied for first place
on the bars with Susan Law.
In talking about the team's
strengths and weaknesses, Chrietzberg noted the bslance beam as
being an area of strength. "A lot of
the gymnasts on the team really
enjoy working on the beam. Laura
Spencer does especially well for us.
She performs difficult stunts and
stays on the beam well," said
Chrietzberg.

Chrietzberg did comment that
her team was weak in their floor
routines. "I think that the gymnasts
realize this. More of them are beginning to work harder on their floor
exercise. During the practice meet
the floor event was where the lowest
score was made.
The coach also noted that her
team lacked strength in all-around
competition as only a few of the
gymnasts were concentrating in the
area.

IKU Student Special;
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The team also vaults well as that
event is where the highest scores
were made during the intersquad
meet, according to Chrietzberg.

By Scott Wilson
Sports editor
Well, the piece of the jigsaw puzzle, known as the Division I-AA
football playoffs, have finally been
fitted into place.
The big news that everyone
around here wanted to know was finally decided last Saturday. The IAA selection committee announced
that the No. 1 ranked Colonels, with
a brilliant 10-1 overall record, will
play host to the Delaware Blue
Hens, ranked seventh with a 9-2
record, in the first-round at Hanger
Field this Saturday.
The game will be played at 1
p.m.
The Delaware choice is s surprise
from the expected match up with
Tennessee State. TSU is the closest
team geographically.
"1 was surprised," said Colonel
Head Coach Roy Kidd. "All the talk
was that we were going to play Tennessee State."
"They (the selection committee)
were to seed the teams," Kidd
added. "We were seeded number one
and Rhode Island was seeded number eight. It seemed like number one
might plsy number eight."
The Colonels have played Delaware twice before. They lost to the
Blue Hens 37-21 in 1976 and were
victorious in 1977 as they beat Delaware 24-7 to open that season.
"It really doesn't bother me,"
said Kidd. "But I do think we got
in the toughest bracket. I really
didn't care who we played so long
as we got our first game at home."
The other first-round game in the
Colonels' bracket will be between
fourth-ranked Jackson State (9-1-1)
and fifth-ranked Boise State (9-2) at
Jackson, Miss.

• 286 SOUTHLAND DRIVE
DRIA
1316 RUSSELL CAVE FOAD
In Richmond • EASTERN BY-PASS
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Save Up To $2 09
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OFFER GOOD THRU 12/5/81
Limit one coupon per couple per visit
Cannot be used with other discounts Appb
cable taxes not included Sales tax apphca
ble to regular price where required by law
At participating Steakhouses
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Dinner
for Two...
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Jhis Christmas, give them a book
' JL they can really sink their teeth into.

MIX OR MATCH!
• Country Fried Steak Dinner
Served with mashed potatoes & gravy,
dinner salad, roll & butter
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Give a book of McDonald's gift certificates,
and let them sink their teeth into a BigMac?
■Ka Quarter Rounder with cheese, jSk an
Egg McMuffin %jj$-all sorts ofgixxl things at
McDonald's. L^ach McDonald's gift certificate
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McDonald's. So this year, give the Christmas
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• Two-Piece Pride-Fried® Chicken
Dinner
Served with mashed potatoes,

cole slaw, roll & butter.
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• Italian Spaghetti Dinner
Served with Parmesan cheese, dinner
salad, grilled dinner bread.

Take another look at Jerry's...for dinner.
Offer good 4 - 10 P.M. Monday - Saturday:
11 A.M. - 10 P.M. Sunday
Offer expires: December 26. 1981
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Colonels win
against Butler

Time Out

All-OVC
selections
'

It was a night full of apprehension as Colonel first-year head basketball Coach Max Good made his
debut as a head coach when the
Colonels visited Butler last Saturday.
Good made the most of his debut
as the Colonels edged the Bulldogs
86-80.
The Colonels jumped out to an
early 10-9 lead. The Bulldogs fought
back to go in front but only for a
minute as a Mike Budzinzki jumper
tied the score at 20.
Two free throws by Jim Chambers put the Colonels in front 32-30.
They never looked back as the Colonels went to the locker room with a
38-34 half-time lead.

Scott Wilson

Colonels will get sweet revenge
While the Colonels are trying to
capture their second national cham- on Boise to reach the finals for the
pionship trophy they received some third straight year.
This seta up the perfect final; the
awards only befitting to their 10-1
number one and two teams playing
record and OVC championship.
The All-OVC team was selected each other.
The final score...Eastern 28,
by the conference coaches and Eastem placed no leas the eight players.
Idaho State 1 ■».
Leading the Colonel corp was
• • •
All-American and 1981 Defensive
For all you followers of Polvino's
Player of the Year George Floyd. Spikers, you want to be sure and go
Floyd and Middle Tennessee's Den- the the Mens basketball game on
nis Mix, were the only two unani- December 5.
mous picks. Other members of the
It has been okayed by adminisColonel defensive unit were defen- tration, for the Spikers to put on an
sive lineman Randy Taylor and line- exhibition during half time.
backer Alex Dominquez.
This will be a great opportunity
The offensive unit was not left for the Spikers as they keep trying
out as they placed runningback Ter- to get the Coliseumm as their reguence Thompson, a 1,000 yard gainer. lar season floor. It's not a bad idea
Also named to the offensive team since just about every major univerwas offensive tackle David Dihrknp, sity allows their volleyball team to
offensive guards Kevin Greve and play on their basketball court.
Chris Taylor. Wide receiver Jerry
Mr. Combs, it's about time EastParhsh rounded out the field.
em does too!
• • •
Appropriately, Coach Kidd was
selected as OVC Coach of the Year.
The University of Kentucky fiThis is the fourth time Kidd has
nally did what everyone expected
won the honor.
• • •
when they gave Head Football
If you're trying to keep up with Coach Fran Curci the boot.
Now the search for a new head
ihe piayoffs possibilities, after the
Colonels beat the Hens they will coach Has begun. Though no one at
play the winner of the Boise State- UK will say who the possible replacements will be, that hasn't
Jackson St. game.
In the other bracket, Idaho State stopped the rumors.
Rumor has it the committee set
should take care of Rhode Island.
South Carolina State should then up to find a new coach is considerhandle Tennessee State. Idaho then ing Roy Kidd.
Kidd, however, will not comment
should stop the Hulldogs to reach
on the nutter.
the finals.

The Colonels picked up in the
secon'd half where they left off as
the outscored the Bulldogs 21-16 in
the first eight minutes.

Two points!

Rifle team fini
By Jeff Phillips
Stuff Writer
The university Rifle Team finished third place out of 18 teams in
the Fifth Annual Colonial Invitational held the weekend of Nov. 1315, Finishing above the Colonials
were East Tennessee State, who was
the victor and West Virginia University who claimed the second position.
The Colonial Invitational was
just one of three matches which
were held that weekend. The other
two were at the University of Kentucky and Xavier University in Cincinnati. Ohio
The three are the largest contests
east of the Mississippi River according to Colonel Head Coach Sgt. Nelson Beard. And, the Colonels finished first and second place in the
other two matches respectfully.
"These matches were very important in maintaining our second place
position in the Ohio Valley Conference (the nations toughest league)
and our fourth place ranking in the
nation as of 1980," according to Sgt.
Beard.
Represents in the Colonial Invitational were top rifle teams from
schools across the nation. The
schools ranged from East Tennessee
State to the University of Alaska,
and from the University of Wisconsin to the Florida Institure of Technology.
Also represented were High
School Junior squads, who, through

The Lady Colonels won on the
road, beating-WVU 73.6.1.

Both teams hit 65 percent of
their shots from the floor, but there
was a big difference at the charity
stripe.
The Colonels, who lead the nation in free throw shooting, hit on
65 percent, while the Mountaineers
converted only 56 percent.
The Colonels, now 3-1, won the
battle of the boards with 31 rebounds to 29 for their opponents.
Chancellor Dugan led the winners
with nine rebounds and added 14

points.

• • •

The Lady Colonels will he hosting their first women's invitational
basketball tournament this weekend,
opening at 7 p.m. Friday when the
University of South Florida will face
Youngstown State University. That
is followed at 9 p.m. by a game between Eastern and Cleveland State
University. The tourney will wrap
up Saturday night.
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these matches will gain college
recognition.
The match itself is registered by
the National Rifle Association, and
is finalized by a composite of scores
from two events:
1. Small Bore (22 caliber rifle),
where each shooter gets 40 shots in
the prone, kneeling, and standing
positions. Twelve hundred points are
possible for the event; the top individual honor for this event was
taken by Lones Wigger of Ft. Benning, Ga., who totalled 1,170 points.
2. Air Rifle, which consist of 40
shots in the standing position, there
are 400 possible points for this event
and the top spot was taken by John
Uuus of East Tennessee State who
shot a score of 392.
Awards were given to the first
and second place teams in each category, individaul trophies were given
to top scores.
Personal glimpses of the season,
tournament and the team show the
confidence of the Eastern squad:
Mark Bender, "We are one of the
deepest teams talent wise in the nation."
Terry Sievert, "1 think we have

the potential to place six members
as All-American this year."
Mark Bender, "The outcome of
these matches will be good indication for the March finals."
Sgt. Beard said, "Having to run
the Invitational here put a lot of
working pressure on our people
which took away from their shooting performance, but we came back
in the other two which really
showed our depth."
Sgt. Beard also sdded, "There is
no reason why our squad shouldn't

■
1
■
■
■■

I

A jubilant Good had nothing but
praise for his team afterwards when
he said, "The way our people kept
their poise and kept their heads up,
I'm really proud."

finish the spring season in the top
three of the nation, if not in the
number one spot."
The main enemy of the shooter is
"mental pressure" according to
Terry Sievert.
And, the pressure of this match
could be felt in the air, but the intensity of each shooter could be
summed-up according to the pressure one University of Kentucky
shooter felt. He said, "It seems like
I'm gargling peanut butter when I'm
on the line!"

Scoreboard
Women's Basketball
Eastern 93
John Carroll
Eastern 102
Campbellsville
Eastern 73
West Virginia
Men's Basketball
Eastern 86
Butler
Swimming
Cincinnati 70
Eastern

36
75
65
80
43

COMING EVENTS
Dec. 4
'
Swimming at Marshall
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The Colonels placed three players
in double figures. They were led by
junior guard Jimmy Stepp, a transfer from George Washington University, who had a game-high 24 points.
He was backed by Chambers and
brother Ervin, who had 15 and 14
points respectively.

third in tournament

CITY WIDE

(«k( $6.99 iI

Clip out these
money-saving
coupons and use
'em SOON—at any
Kentucky Fried
Chicken store.

The Colonels continued their hot
shooting and never relinquished the
lead throughout the rest of the
game.

Freshman Biv Bohon goes up for two point* during the Lady Colonels 9J36 victory over John Carroll University. The Colonels will host the EKU
Invitational this weekend. (Photo by Gary Ferguson.)

Colonels smash JCU
By Melissa Shore
Staff writer
The women's basketball team
won and won big in their Nov. 20
home opener against John Carroll
University. Beginning with a score
from senior Sandra Mu Ices' tip-off
play, followed immediately by another score resulting from a steal
and subsequent goal by sophomore
guard Freda Hagan^the Colonels
dominated the game until the final
buzzer showed a score of 9;t-36. with
Eastern on top.
"Move your feet. You've got to
move your feet on defense!" shouted
Head Coach Diane Murphy from
the sidelines.
Eastern also displayed its depth
and well roundedness by playing its
entire line-up with six players scoring in double figures.

„, , •

"It's unbelievable the effort we
got out of these people," said Good.
"The fact we're taking the ball inside more than we did in the past is
reflected in our field goal shooting.
In the past we kind of lived and
died with the perimeter shot"
Good has a reason to be proud of
the field goal shooting by his team.
The Colonels hit 30 fo 45 shots for a
blistering 66 percent. They coupled
that with 76 percent shooting from
the free throw line, hitting 26 of 34
attempts.

MONDAY-THURSDAY 5 P.M.-12 A.M.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 5 P.M.-1 A.M.
SUNDAY 5 P.M.-U P.M.

Taylor's Sporting Goods
College Pk. Shopping Center

Women's Basketball
EKU Invitational
Dec. 5
Women's Basketball
EKU Invitational
Men's Basketball at home
against Eastern Illinois
Women's Gymnastics — home
against Indiana State
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Spikers finish fourth in Regionals as seniors bow out
By Shanda Pulliam
Staff writer
Together the team sat — in a
circle on the court — listening to
the post-game, rather post-season
talk from Coach Geri Polvino. There
were tears, there was dejection,
there was disappointment, but there
was togetherness — the togetherness
that had carried them through an
extraordinary season and which
would help them endure its abrupt
ending.
Minutes before, the Spikers had
bowed out of the Regional Championships to the University of North
Carolina. Even with mediocre play,
Eastern had an edge on the Tarheels — two games to one in the
best of five match — but a UNC
surge got the beat of an uncharacteristically listless Colonel attack
and the Heels took tHe last two
games, 9-15, 6-15 to hand the Spikers a fourth place regional finish.
For those present who had
watched them all year, it hurt to
see them then. Seldom during the
course of the weekend did they
show even glimpses of the team that
set a new university volleyball
record by winning four tournaments
in a season.
"The loss hurt because we know
that we're better than any team
there when we play like we know
how," said Nancy Stoeckle, one of
three seniors who played her last
game in a Colonel Spiker uniform.
"It hurts when you lose to a
team and you know you're better
than they are," said junior Deanne
Madden, who was selected to the
All-Tournament team.
More talent
"Collectively, we had more talent
this season than on any team ever
before," said Polvino. "I was disappointed that the season ended so
soon."
At the championship match —
which pitted host North Carolina
State against UNC, who Eastern
beat in round robin play before falling to them in the playoff — the
Colonel Spikers watched from the
stands.
"To watch a final and see teams
that you know you can beat makes
it worse," said senior Kaye Bieger.
"It was like putting salt in the
wounds."
The Spikers most definitely had
the capabilities, but where was the
production?
Lack of communication, lack of
instinctive reaction, inconsistency,
overconfidence, over-concentration

Commentary
and conservativeneas were all cited
by various players as culprits in the
nemesis, but basically, as many
players said, "it just wasn't clicking."
The Spikers' play in Raleigh
Nov. 20-21 wasn't deserving of a regional title, but their play all season
certainly merited them a more satisfying ending.
"This by far doesn't sum up our
season," said Stoeckle. "We have
done more things this season than in
all my four years combined."
Added senior Laurie Briggs:
"When I look back ten years from
now, I'm not going to think it was a
cruddy season."
By no means was it even remotely "cruddy." It began on an ecstatic note when the Spikers jolted
13th ranked UK on that unforgettable night in Memorial Coliseum
three months ago. It was then that
the Spikers earned the label "awesome" — a label they rarely failed
to live up to all season.
But that initial victory was
merely a foreshadowing of things to
come. During their first home game
against Dayton, they not only raised
their record to 3-0, but they captured the heart of every person
present.
After emerging from their first
tournament at the University of
Pittsburgh with a 6-2 record, they
blitzed through a 20-game winning
streak, picking up two consecutive
tournament championships along the
wsy — the EKU Invitational and
the Michigan State Invitational in
back-to-back weekends.
But then, the Spikers found
themselves mired in a mysterious
late-October slump as they dropped
three straight matches to fall to 265.
No matter. A victory at Northern Kentucky tuned the Spikers up
for their next challenge — the OVC
tournament — and they breezed
through to take their third tournament of the season and raise their
record to 31-5.
At 32-6, the Spikers hit the road
for their regular season finale — the
Smokey Mountain Classic in Knoxville. Despite losing their first two
matches in round-robin play, the
Spikers advanced into the finals.
How fitting that they would
meet UT for the fourth time of the
season in the finals of the Lady
Vols' own tournament — an ideal

Trio of seniors builds
tradition of excellence

Boom!
Junior spiker Joan Messerkneckt spikes s ball by an opponent during a recent match. Polvino'* Spikers finished fourth in the Regional Tournament
held at North Carolina State College.
setup for the Colonels to sufficiently
avenge their 0-3 record against UT.
And the Colonels did exactly that to
give them their fourth consecutive
tournament victory, a 34-8 mark and
great expectations heading into the
regionals.
Not easy to pinpoint
It is not easy to pinpoint the
exact reasons for the letdown at Raleigh, but it isn't nearly as difficult
to explain as it is to accept.
When the volleyball fell untouched to the floor among four
Colonels to give UNC their 15th
point in the fifth game, the initial
reaction was disbelief — then sadness — then emptiness — and then,
somehow, inappropriate as it may
sound — it all became very touching.
As the players hugged one another with tears streaming down
their cheeks, it became apparent
that they did not hurt for themselves — they hurt for one another
— they hurt for the team: The
team with whom they had shared a
grest season and a lot of fun times
— the team that would never play
together again with the three seniors
who were the first scholarship volleyball players at the university.

"They willingly and successfully
took on every challenge that they
ran into," said graduate assistant
Jeff Porter. "I thoroughly enjoyed
and wss even inspired by the fart
that they took on everything we
threw at them in terms of training.
That speaks not only for the type of
athletes they are, but the type of
people they are."
As UNC continued to celebrate
on the other side of the court, the
situation became more depressing,
more frustrating. Certainly a part of
every player wanted to leave the
gym, change clothes, get out of
the-building and try to forget; yet,
another part of them wanted to stay
— and hang on to the unity of the
moment: The unity that would
never be shared among the same
group again; the unity that, in a
sense, superceded the disappointment; the unity that earned Polvino's Spikers a 38-11 record — the
best ever for the number of games
played; four tournament championships which included wins over eventual Big Ten Champion Michigan
and eventual South Eastern Conference winner Tennessee; national attention and respect; and a place in
Eastern Kentucky volleyball history
that no other team will ever hold.

By Scott Wilson
Sport* editor
It was a hard way to say goodbye.
The University of North Carolina
had just defeated the Spikers rather
soundly. 12-15. 15-3 and 15-3. and
the Lady Colonels were huddled together on the court with head coach
Geri Polvino and assistant coach
Jeff Porter.
Some of the girls were stunned.
still not believing what had just
happened. Some of the girls wept
bitterly.
One of those girls was Nancy
Stoeckle.
Steockle's collegiate volleyball career, along with two other seniors,
had just ended rather abruptly Nov.
21. If any team was suppose to win
it all during her four years here at
the university, it was this team.
This was the "special" team.
But Stoeckle Viad been through
defeat before and she quickly
stopped cryng and, as usual, started
trying to cheer up her teammates.
That's just how important Stoeckle and the other two seniors, Laurie Briggs and Kay Bieger, were to
this team.
"The seniors were our first scholarship signees," said Polvino. "They
led our team. They were very important to us."
To understand their importance,
you must understand each person
and her position.
Stoeckle, an outside-hitter and
third year captain, was a major
force enabling her team to reach
their lofty record.
Throughout her four years here
Stoeckle'-. devastating spikes, aggressiveness and all-around leadership
earned her the respect of not only
her opponent* but her teammates.
Coach Polvino describes Stoeckle,
alias "Snork," this way, "Nancy has
one of the finest qualities that an
athlete has to have to make him or
her successful — she trusts people."
"I tried to be a leader for the
team," says Stoeckle. "I tried to
bring loyalty to the program."
Briggs, setter extraordinare, is
very religious and feels that the
Lord is important to her success in
volleyball.

O'RDLEY'S PUK

"I tried to have the attitude to
play hard for the Lord," said Briggs.
"He gave us the good season."
Because she is a setter, Briggs
must call each individual play for
the offense. She must know the
other team well enough to know
their weaknesses. A tough job.
Coach Polvino explains, "In her
position you have to be smart. She
must make decisions about how to
run the offense."
Briggs quickly tries to divert the
idea that she played a major part in
the success of the team. She also
says winning was a team effort.
"There's a lot of character on
this team," says Briggs. "In past
years we had tajent but no experience. This year we have talent and
experience. We also have a strong
bench.
Toughest position
The player with one of the
toughest positions, if not the toughest position on the team, was Bieger.
Bieger was a serve-defensive specialist.
Coach Polvino explains the difficulty in being a specialist. "It's very
difficult to be a specialist," she said.
"You don't play constantly and that
breaks your momentum."
It was difficult for the senior
mighty-mite to have to get psyched
playing only sporadically.
"It was difficult." said Bieger.
"It's not rewarding playing defense
because you don't get the glory that
the people on the front line do.
From that position, it is hardest to
play with consistency."
She is the player who comes up
with humor when it is needed. She's
the one that makes the team laugh
when they feel like crying.
"Kay is a prankster," said Coach
Porter. "When the team is down,
she will do something to make them
laugh."
The seniors will be missed next
year but Coach Polvino feels that
what they did while they were here
has allowed for their departure to
not be a major loss to the team.
After being asked what the seniors did for the program at the university. Polvino leaned back in her
chair, thought for a minute and answered bluntly . . . "They built a
tradition."

... To a New Hair Style

TUES 50* NIGHT
WED. LADIES NIGHT
FRI. - SAT. GREEN LIGHT
SPECIALS

$Ooo
X

623-0330

ouse
OFF :

CUT 6, BLOW DRYi

623-6191

Reg. 14.00 — Gals

Eastern By Pass

Reg. 9.00 — Guys

College Pk. Shopping Center

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Student Special

WANT TO MAKE CHRISTMAS MORE PERSONAL —
YET INEXPENSIVE?

ioon SAVINGS

JOIN OUR DESIGN CLASS

LARGE Chili, Fries, Small

STARTING DECEMBER 1, AT 7:30 P.M.

$

Drink — 1.99

STOP IN OR CALL

VALID —MON., TUES., WED.

FORGET-ME-NOT FLOWERS AND GIFTS

FULL MEAL DEAL—1..89

SHOPPERS VILLAGE

Includes Single Burger,

EASTERN BY-PASS

Fries, Drink & 5 oz. Sundae

EASTERN BYPASS

RICHMOND, KY. 40475

Richmond, Ky.
Present Coupon Upon Ordering

(606) 623-4257
BUCCANEER DRIVE-IN
U S 25

SHAKLEE SKIN CARE

NOW SHOWING
ADULTS ONLY I.D.S REQUIRED

• Is your skin care
program giving you
the results you want?
• Are you paying too
much money for the
service you are getting?
Call 624-1151 and let
me tell you about the
best skin care at a
modest price.

623-9234

PLUS
The Erotic
Adventures
of
CANDY

Juat present your student ID, any Tuesday, after 4:00

I BURGER

IKING

L

p.m., and get a FRF.F regular order of French Friea
with the purchase of any aandwich.
Good at all Lexington and Richmond locations.

liTO.sy.W2AY.

Offer expire* May 31, 1982

I

■

BUCCANEER DRIVE-IN

ADMIT DRIVER FREE
WITH ONE OR MORE PAID ADMISSION
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Despite budget;
services provided
during break

Plush accommodations
Steve Boyd, freshman, pre-med major, finds the accommodations in the Powell Building cozy as he rests between exams. (Photo by Tim Eaton)

Architect selected to complete lot
Continued from Page 1
In response to the proposal that
was passed at the last meeting ol
Student Senate, university President
Dr. J. C. Powell sent a letter to
John Miller, postmaster at Lexington.
According to Kremer. Miller

wants to install a vending machine
to sell stamps and envelopes. Kremer said that tins will know next
semester whether or not the machine will be installed.

man of the finance committee, seven
out of eight schools, surveyed allowed their student senate to make
money. The university's Senate was
the only one that was not allowed
to raise money.

Senate also passed a hill allowing
Student Association to raise money."
According to Annette Qhlman. chair-

A bill to have the university publish and post each dean's list in a

predominant area in the building ol
each dean's college and/or a complete liat in a predominant place in
the Coates and Powell Buildings was
passed.
A resolution to have the entire library remain open until 2 a.m. from
Friday, Dec. 11, until the end of the
semester was also approved.

Pre-registration includes more students
Continued from Page 1
Another change concerns fouryear program students who have had
a planned curriculum completed bv
Oct. Iri, 1981. If it has been returned to their college, students do

not need to get the signature of an
adviser. These students, like the student teachers, need only to get a
copy of their planned curriculum
and get the signature of their dean.
All other students need to see
their advisers, whether or not tlies

plan to pre-register. and work out a
trial schedule.
The decision for these new policies was passed by the Council on
Academic Affairs. Kowlett said he
feels positive about the university's
new registration policy.

"We hope it will encourage the
students who meet the eligibility
standards to pre-register," he said.
Pre-registration begins Dec. 7 as
soon as students pick up their packets in the college in which they are
enrolled.

By Lane Patrice Butler
Staff writer
The university will basically provide the same services and maintain
the same buildings and offices during this year's Christmas break, Dec.
19-Jan. 9, as last year's Christmas
break, Dec 19-Jan. 4, despite recent
budget cuts.
According to Doug Whitlock, executive assistsnt to President J.C.
Powell, administrative offices will be
open during regular houra until
Wednesday, Dec. 23, in order to
work on some data processing and
the distribution of final grades. The
offices will also be open a full week
before students return.
Whitlock said that "virtually everything will be technically closed"
from Dec 24-Jan. 4, except facilities
related to security or physical plant
and maintenance operations. Also,
some building facilities may be open
for the use of university-related organizations, such ss the basketball
teams, as well as students, primarily foreign students, who sometimes
remain during some period of the
Christmas break.
Whitlock said that the opening
and closing schedule of the university's buildings and offices during
the break is routine and not much
different from last year's.
"There obviously will be some
utilities ssving . . . because of the
longer period (that students will be)
out," said Whitlock.
According to Chad Middleton, director of the phyaical plant which
provides the university with heating
and electricity as well as other services, keeping certain buildings in operation during the Christmas break
does not present a problem or use
up enough energy to make a significant difference financially since all
buildings remain heated during the
break regardless of use. The biggest
problem is scheduling vacation times
for the staff.
In order to conserve energy and
save on bills, all lights and individual heaters not in use are turned off
by custodians. However, with the installation of the energy management
system, which would control and
monitor the amount of heating energy used in at least 16 buildings,
accurate comparisons will be msde.

"We have done, I think, as much
ss sny other university ss fsr as
cutting back and conserving without
the energy management system,"
Middleton said.
"So, we do everything right now
during Christmas bresk ... to cut
down on energy loss while the students are gone from campus," Middleton said.
Whitlock said, "There's s saving .
. . but not s new ssving; a ssving
that the institution has had for a
long time."
According to Mabel Criswell, associate director of housing, univer8ity-related organizations, which include not only athletically associated
programs, may reserve campus facilities for their use. Also, those students who are performing some task
for the university either as a member of a university club or as an individual, may reserve housing during
the break. However, special housing
reservations for this year's break
have not yet been made.
"We feel obligated if the university is asking for students to stay
for any reason and we need to take
care of them," Criswell said. The
only inconvenience is arranging pay
and vacations for the janitorial and
maintenance directors and staff.
The university's library also tries
to provide services during the
Christmas break specifically for
graduate, married and commuting
students, as well as resident students and the Richmond community.
The library has tentatively set
their schedule in which the library
will be closed on the weekends and
the days between Dec. 24-Jan. 3.
The library will be open during all
the other days during the Christmas
break from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., according to Ernest Weyhrauch, dean of libraries and learning resources.
Again, the main inconvenience is
scheduling the vacations of the 12-13
person staff and the expenses associated with keeping the library open.
"I think an increaaingly large
number of students are staying on
campus (during the holidays),"
Weyhrauch said.

EKU COLONELS
BEAT
DELAWARE
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SANTA RECOMMENDS
BOOKS
such as:
The Kentucky Story By Joseph Van Hook
$5.50

Trees of Heaven or My World
By Jesse Stuart

Lee The Last Years or
Rise and Fight Again or
^UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS

MonMouth by local author
Charles Bracelen Flood

